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housing in North Glasgow,
equality in North Glasgow
North Glasgow Housing Association is one of Scotland’s largest community based housing providers,
managing over 5,000 homes throughout the north of the city.
The Association operates an open housing list and accepts re-housing referrals from agencies
representing members of ethnic minority groups. Anyone wishing to apply for housing contact either
of the offices below.
As part of its policy on supporting ethnic minorities the Association liaises with appropriate agencies
including Positive Action in Housing and Glasgow City Council’s Refugee Support Team to address
the housing needs from any such referrals.
For further information on services provided by North Glasgow Housing Association please contact:
Springburn office:
50 Reidhouse Street,
Glasgow, G21 4LS.
T: 0141 560 6000

Possilpark office:
252 Saracen Street,
Glasgow, G22 5LF.
T: 0141 336 1300

New North Glasgow: a great place to live, learn, work, visit and invest in
www.northglasgowha.com
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by local councils.
For new migrants, establishing a family life in a new country is a massive
challenge and even more difficult during the recession. The UK legislation
on entitlement to public funds particularly “Right to Reside” in the UK is
extremely complex for service users and the agencies administering
benefits. Many who are unemployed find themselves excluded from the
safety net of welfare benefits entirely. Those in low-paid, temporary or
part-time work suffer long delays in receiving benefits they are entitled to.
This is causing significant poverty, overcrowding, dependence on low
quality private rented accommodation, threats of eviction and destitution.
Positive Action in Housing continued to lead human rights campaigns at
local, national and international level.
In May 2010, we brought international media attention to the case of
Sehar Shebaz and her baby daughter, Wania, later dubbed the “last
child at Dungavel”. This little girl was to be the catalyst to end a shameful
period in Scotland’s history, the imprisonment of innocent children at
Dungavel Detention Centre. Ironically, Sehar and her baby girl were locked
up on the same day that the new coalition government announced child
detention would end - and end immediately in Scotland. Realising this
contradiction, the UKBA ordered that mother and daughter to be driven
hundreds of miles to Yarl’s Wood Immigration Removal Centre, England, to
be locked up there instead! Damien Green, the immigration minister,
pledged that child detention would continue pending a review. Despite her
own predicament, Sehar courageously prepared a jointly signed letter from
all twelve Yarl’s Wood families addressed to Nick Clegg, Deputy Prime
Minister, see pages 9-10. But the letter went ignored and Sehar was swiftly
separated from the other families. On Saturday 22nd May, she and her
daughter were removed from the UK.

Jelina Rahman, Chair

It gives us great pleasure to present Positive Action in Housing’s 16th Annual
Report.
In 2011, Positive Action in Housing’s humanitarian work was never greater.
Despite the challenging economic climate, we succeeded in delivering our
key projects.
Our caseworkers helped make a difference to the lives of 1,030
families and individuals from refugee, new migrant and settled
minority ethnic communities. 82% of our service users were found to
be living on or below the poverty line.
Hundreds of supporters gave money or shelter in their own homes. In 2011,
Positive Action in Housing provided 1,930 nights of free shelter. We
gave out crisis payments totalling £29,100 to 303 destitute asylum
seekers and their families. Destitute people seeking asylum in Scotland
comprise part of a growing ‘invisible’ population of refugees across Europe
who can neither return “home” nor contribute as equal citizens here. The UK
government’s policy of enforced destitution means that would be refugees
are faced with the choice of returning to persecution in their countries or
facing destitution on our streets. We call on the UK government to reverse
this policy.

At the time of writing, a new family detention centre is about to open. The
“Cedars pre-departure facility” at Pease Pottage, West Sussex is a locked
environment for families. It will hold nine families at any one time “for up to
one week1“, so it is claimed, with the potential of detaining around 500
families a year. Families will not be free to come and go. Tinsley House will
also continue to be used to detain families. The new family detention
centre will be run by private security firm G4S, surrounded by a 2.3
metres high perimeter wall and 24-hour security. Barnardo’s, the
children’s charity, say they will provide “counselling” and
supervised “local outings” , subject to risk assessment, as part of
the contract. This begs several questions. How, in the space of a week,
will Barnardos counsel a child it’s never met before? A child who sees
them as responsible for forcing them to return to a country they don’t want
to go to and probably don’t know? Will children be taken on“outings” in
G4S vans? Will they be separated from their parents? Will families be
allowed visitors, and have access to their mobile phones and email? Will

People from refugee communities face the challenge of finding a safe,
secure and affordable home. They may suffer overcrowded conditions. They
may face discrimination when trying to get a decent job. The well qualified
face the prospects of low paid, unskilled work that is beneath their
capabilities. They may have debts and borrow money at high rates from loan
sharks in order to meet essential or emergency living costs. It’s expensive to
be poor.
Those seeking asylum remain fearful of the consequences of refusal:
destitution, detention or removal. Their mental health is often affected. Their
children suffer. The sick and vulnerable often endure terrible living
conditions or callous treatment at the hands of private landlords
contracted to the UK Borders Agency. Millions of pounds is paid
each year to such accommodation providers to house very
vulnerable people. Registered Social Landlords do a better job on a
fraction of the money. In our experience, there is little accountability
when breaches of the UKBA accommodation standards have been
identified. These accommodation providers appear also to be poorly
regulated, unlike other private landlords who are strictly monitored

“

It is disappointing that the coalition government continues to
stand silent on the dehumanising and heartbreaking mass
removal of some of the most vulnerable people in our society.
Scotland has a long history of peaceful protest and standing our
ground against inhumanity and injustice. We call for maximum
pressure on the UK government, Scotland Office and the Home
Office to reverse the damaging actions the UKBA is about to
take.
Robina Qureshi, Director

”
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they be allowed contact with their solicitors, friends and supporters in case
of a last minute reprieve? Psychologists agree that it is the practice of
detaining innocent families, not the length of time, which is harmful to
children. The coalition government promised an end to child
detention. Shamefully, they are continuing the policy and appear to
be using a children’s charity to promote its rebranding. Yet the
UKBA, by its own admission, states that families do not tend to
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uproot from their homes or take children out of school, when their lives are
already unsettled as a result of their status. The message to the UK Border
Agency was clear: they would not get away with such inhumane, heavy
handed tactics in Scotland. Catholic Archbishop of Glasgow Mario Conti
denounced the planned removals. First Minister Alex Salmond also backed
the protest and condemned the threatened removals as “devoid of
compassion” He was also petitioned by pupils at Lourdes Secondary
School, which includes many children of asylum seekers, and urged the
UKBA and Glasgow City Council to reopen negotiations immediately.

“

I was astonished by the complete lack of
consideration shown to asylum seekers of the impact
that this decision will have on their lives, and felt that it
was totally devoid of any compassion or understanding.
We must never forget that when we are dealing with
asylum seekers we are dealing with very vulnerable
individuals. I have constantly made it clear that asylum
seekers should be welcomed and treated with respect
and dignity in Scotland.

Positive Action in Housing is a grassroots organisation working from the
perspective of some of the most voiceless and disenfranchised people in
society. The work we carried out in 2011 was formidable. We were able to
do it because of our 52 funders, over 100 advertisers, 151 members,
618 supporters, and around 30 volunteers. And because of the
individual acts of human kindness from every single person who gave their
time, ideas, money or free shelter in their own homes. There are many
hundreds more we need to thank and you can find these under Heartfelt
Thanks at the end of this report.

”

First Minister Alex Salmond

abscond.
Disturbing patterns of long term detention within the UK’s detention
centres are also emerging. As at 30 June 2011, 20 people were found
to have been detained between 3 and 5.6 years in UK detention
centres. One woman was recently removed from Dungavel after 19
months detention. A man has been locked up for 29 months and his
country refuses to take him back. It is estimated to cost £110 per day to
keep an asylum seeker in detention. The detention of these two individuals
alone has so far cost taxpayers £163,680. At a time when the government
is putting together austerity measures, it is beyond belief that innocent men
and women are being left to languish with no purpose in their lives, other
than to provide private security companies a source of profit from their
incarceration. Positive Action in Housing believes the only alternative to
detention is liberty. The inhumane practice of locking up families
and warehousing adults for years without reprieve must end.

Thank you for helping us make a difference!
Jelina Rahman, Chair
Robina Qureshi, Director
September 2011

In June 2010, the funerals took place of the Sehryk family. Serguei Serykh,
43, his wife Tatiana and stepson, Stepan, 19, died after falling 15 floors
from the Red Road flats in Springburn on March 7. They left suicide notes
hidden amongst personal papers which they left with friends the day
before. This was the same day that they were made destitute as a result of
the UKBA withdrawing benefits, housing and forbidding them to work.
The private funeral service was attended by officers from Strathclyde
Police, and their ashes were returned to relatives in Moscow. We repeat
our call for the Crown Office to conduct a fatal accident inquiry and
to investigate the role of the UK asylum policy in contributing to the deaths
of the family.

Robina Qureshi, Director

“

Few of our fellow Glaswegians are as vulnerable as those
brothers and sisters of ours who have come as asylum
seekers.The human cost of this decision is horrendous, and will
involve children being uprooted from schools where they are
flourishing. A society should be judged by the way in which it
treats its most vulnerable citizens.
Archbishop Mario Conti

”

November 2010 saw hundreds of asylum-seekers and concerned
individuals demonstrate in Glasgow over “dehumanising” plans to relocate
up to 600 families. Parents, children and their supporters gathered outside
the Govan UK Border Agency (UKBA) offices and burnt “eviction” letters
which warned them they could be forced to relocate at short notice. The
protest came days after a 10-year contract between UKBA and Glasgow
City Council to provide housing to asylum seekers was cancelled following
disagreement over costs. Asylum seekers were initially told they could be
resettled at just three days notice, but after an outcry this was extended to
two weeks. The contract was transferred to Ypeople, formerly YMCA
Glasgow. The campaign was successful in that it effectively forced the
UKBA to apologise and give a guarantee that families would not have to

1
It is hard not to be cynical about promises that children and families will not be locked up any more
than a week. Anyone who is familiar with the asylum system knows that delays happen because of
fresh evidence being lodged at the last minute or a judicial review being granted for a poorly
assessed, fast tracked asylum decision. Dungavel detention centre “opened” its doors in 2001 to
promises that people would be held for a few days prior to departure, yet that didn’t stop the Garza
family being locked up in Dungavel for several months in 2002 or the Ay family being locked up for a
year in 2003. It is hard to believe that the UKBA, who justified locking children up for 70 days or
longer at Dungavel, Tinsley House and Yarls Wood, can now be trusted to ensure that detaining
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children will only happen as a last resort.

LOURDES secondary school pupils present a one thousand signature petition from fellow pupils to first minister alex Salmond in protest at the UKBA's threatened eviction of 600
families in Glasgow

“

During the time I've worked in Glasgow covering social
issues, Positive Action in Housing has been a constant presence
and an extremely useful one.

While the struggle for funds is obviously constant, I am always
impressed with the way Positive Action in Housing continues to
campaign even as it seeks the backing for its work. Many better
funded organisations are less outspoken.

Journalistically, it is invaluable – in alerting the media to stories of
concern, and in terms of bringing people into the public eye who
are usually powerless, sometimes with language barriers to telling
their story. Often those people are resigned to their inability to be
heard or treated fairly by society at large.

I admire this charity because it is no respector of institution or
status where injustice needs to be tackled. It is worth thinking
about how unusual that is – journalistically I encounter people all
the time who would like to speak out, but don't – due to concern
over offending funders or alienating those in political power.

People come to this charity because they trust the workers here,
and know - because they hear through the grapevine – that here
is an organisation which will take them seriously.

I congratulate PAIH on its many years of sterling grassroots work
and hope it will continue to fight the good fight for many years
more.

”

PAIH has brought a series of issues into the public eye which
would otherwise have gone under the radar, and been a thorn in
the side of those who would rather ignore such issues as the
national shame of the detention of children of asylum seeking
families or the despair of the thousands left destitute by the
asylum system.

Stephen Naysmith
Editor, Society Magazine
The Herald
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NOVEMBER 2010: Eviction letters are burnt outside the UKBA reporting centre in Glasgow in protest at the UKBA's threatened eviction of 600 families in Glasgow. The protests
reached the corridors of Westminster and provoked an outcry from prominent dignitaries. As a result, the head of the UKBA was forced to apologise and none of the 600 families
were evicted.
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May 2010: Letter written and signed by 12 Yarls Wood families and sent to Nick Clegg , deputy prime minister, pleading for an end to their
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Overview of 2011
Positive Action in Housing assisted a total of 1,973 people (1,030 cases):
1,213 people (572 general cases), plus 306 destitute people (285
‘destitute asylum seeker’ cases), plus 454 ‘new migrants’ (173 ‘new
migrants’ cases, including 3 destitute migrants).

• 82% (849) of service users are living in poverty. This includes 285
destitute asylum seekers who are forbidden to work. They represent
thousands of asylum seekers across the UK who are desperate to do paid
work, yet are forbidden by UK asylum laws. This seems an absurd policy
in the current economic slowdown. It forces people to live in poverty,
excludes them from working, adds to social isolation and undermines
community ‘integration’ initiatives. By stopping people interacting and
contributing, public opinion is weighted against asylum seekers, making it
easier for human rights abuses in this country to become socially
acceptable.

Our service users came from 89 different countries of origin1. The top six
countries of origin of our clients were (Iraq (11%), Somalia (9%), Iran (9%),
Pakistan (8%), China (7%) and Romania (6%).

• Destitution (30%), Homelessness (29%), potential homelessness
(10%) and overcrowding (14%) were the main problems reported.
We dealt with 73 different languages (84 in 2010)2.

• In 2011, Positive Action In Housing provided emergency support to 303
destitute people (285 cases), including 13 adult dependents, 5 children
and 10 unborn children who were forced into destitution because of
the government’s policy towards appeals rights exhausted asylum
seekers.
• We also identified 3 destitute A2/A8 Nationals (New Migrants Action
Project).
• We assisted destitute asylum seekers from 47 countries. The majority were
from Iran (15%), Iraq (15%), Zimbabwe (9%), Somalia (9%) and DR
Congo (7%), all countries with poor human rights records.
• We provided 1,930 nights of shelter through hostels (159 nights) and
volunteers (1771 nights).This is a 33 % increase since last year when we
provided a total of 1,453 nights of shelter.
• We provided an average of 6.7 nights of shelter per person, compared
with 4.5 nights in 2010.

• 36% (375) of all our service users are refugees. 28% (283) are asylum
seekers. 20% (210) are A2/A8 or EU Nationals. 14% (139) are from settled
BME communities 2% (23) are not known.

• We gave out 998 destitution payments totalling £29,100 to prevent
vulnerable people going hungry or becoming street homeless.
(£22,150 in 2010). This is a 31% increase since 2010. It should be
noted that destitute asylum seekers are forbidden to work and have no
recourse to public funds or hostels. The Hardship Fund is therefore paid
for by private donations.
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• 180 cases (63%) were categorised as “additionally vulnerable” These
include the young, elderly, children within families, pregnant women, and
those with physical or severe mental health problems, people who have
suffered some form of trauma, for example, torture, domestic violence or
sex trafficking
• 70 women were found to be destitute; of these, 10 were recorded as
pregnant. A pregnant woman may not be entitled to Section 4 support
until her seventh month of pregnancy.
• 62 (22%) destitute people were under the age of 25; 37 were young men;
and 25 were young women; 7 of whom were under 21 and one of whom
was 16.
• 40 people were recorded as suffering from mental or physical health
problems; Of these, 27 had mental health problems, 22 men and 5
women; of these, 14 had severe mental health problems, including
schizophrenia (2) and severe depression, for which they had previously
been hospitalised (3); 3 people was identified as a Suicide risk; 2 were
diagnosed with PTSD; However, we suspect under-reporting and hope to
report a clearer picture in 2012.
• 9 people were recorded as having suffered severe trauma in the past and
were being seen by the Medical Foundation for Victims of Torture.
• Amongst the destitute were 5 families with children, and a total of five
children.
• We ran very busy drop-ins and outreach surgeries across Glasgow for
refugees, migrants and destitute asylum seekers throughout the year.
• We delivered training courses and workshops to 525 individuals (562 in
2010) from 156 councils, housing associations and voluntary
organisations across Scotland (86 in 2010).
• 60% of all the charity’s income came from private sources, i.e. Individual
donations, membership, Training activities, Advertising, Community/faith
groups etc , gift aid, room fire and bank interest (68% in 2010). 28% of
all income came from public funds (the Scottish Government) and 12%
came from Charitable Trusts.
• 52 organisations (57 in 2010) and 618 individuals (481 in 2010) gave a
grant or donation to our charitable work.
• Throughout 2011, we regularly conducted anti-racist and human rights
campaigns. In May 2010, we highlighted the unfairness of child detention
by highlighting the case of Sehar Shebaz, and her daughter, Wania who
was dubbed the last child in Dungavel. Their case received international
media attention, and led to the coalition government making a
commitment to end child detention pending a review. In September 2010,
we highlighted the tragic story of 23 month old Jasraj Singh who fell from
their third floor window of an Angel Group flat, and later died amidst
questions about the lack of a safety device. In the same month, we
highlighted the case of a severely disabled destitute asylum seeker who
had been housed seven times by Angel Group in inaccessible
accommodation over a period of a year or so. As a result of our
intervention, she was moved into suitable accommodation by the Council.
In November 2010, we led a campaign to stop the eviction of 600 asylum
families following a breakdown in negotiations between the Council and
the UKBA. The campaign was effective, and achieved UK wide media
coverage. (for more details, see “Staying in the news” and “News Diary”.
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General Casework

• Positive Action in Housing’s website (www.paih.org) received 20,909 visits
in 2011, with our pages viewed over 140,000 times. We joined Facebook
and Twitter and have built a supportive online community with 622 fans on
Facebook and 65 followers on Twitter. The majority of our Facebook users
are “active” i.e. they interact with us and contribute to discussions.

The General Casework Service is a free, independent and multilingual
housing advice & information service for people from refugee, new migrant
and other BME communities. The service has nominations agreements with
several housing associations and local authorities across Scotland. It also
makes referrals and signposts service users.

• We can already see that use of social media has helped to send traffic to
our website articles and has proved very useful to our campaigns. At the
time of writing, Positive Action has 151 members.

Because of the number of languages spoken by our service users, a
database of freelance interpreters complements our casework team’s
multilingual skills. Volunteers also provide day to day support.
The Casework Service received referrals from a range of others, including
existing clients, Scottish Refugee Council, British Red Cross, Citizen Advice
Bureau, National Health Service, Glasgow City Council, Housing
Associations, Social Work, BME organisations , Unity Centre, Victim Support,
Lawyers, YMCA, Outreach Surgeries, and Voluntary organisations.
This demonstrates an excellent reputation for delivering a high quality,
multilingual housing advice service. Furthermore, ‘mainstream’ organisations,
such as councils, registered social Landlords, Social Work departments and
refugee groups, need and value the service. ‘Word of mouth’ is the greatest
avenue for referral and demonstrates a high level of trust and satisfaction by
those who have already used the service. Service users can get advice and
information for problems such as destitution, homelessness, racist attacks
and harassment, landlord problems, overcrowding and poor housing
conditions.
Note: Detailed figures for destitution and new migrants are covered later in
this report.

1
This figure covers all cases – general, destitution and new migrants. These are discussed in greater
detail under the relevant sections of the annual report.
2
Complete list of countries: Iraq, Somalia, Iran, Pakistan, China, Romania , Zimbabwe, Dem Rep
of Congo, Polish, Scotland, Estonia , Eritrea, Afghanistan, Lativia, Nigeria, Cameroon, Sudan, Poland,
Algeria, Burundi, Sri Lanka, India, Kenya, Guinea, Russia, Lithuania, Palestine, England, Ethiopia,
Turkey, Sierra Leone, Syria, Ukraine, South Africa, Tanzania, congo, Czech Republic, Ivory Coast, Any
Other, Belgium, French, Hong Kong, Malawi, Rwanda, Slovakia, Uganda, Angola, Azerbaijan,
Bangladesh, Bulgaria, Gambia, Georgia, Ghana, Jordan, Kuwait, Lebanon, Libya, Portuguese,
Turkmenistan, Yemen, Albania, Belarus, Burkina Faso, Burma, Chechnya, Egypt, Eirtrea, Germany,
Harare, Ireland, Italy, Jamaica, Kinshasa, Korea N, kuwait, Liberia, Macedona, Malaysia, mozambique,
Phillipines, Portugal, senegal, soviet union, Spanish, Thailand, Western Sahara, Yugoslavia, Zambia
3
All languages spoken: English, Kurdish, French, Arabic, Urdu, Russian, Farsi, Romanian, Chinese
Mandarin, Polish, Swahili, Somali, Punjabi, Tigrinya, Bajuni, Pushto, Chinese Cantonese, Lingala,
Ndebele, Other, Tamil, Amharic, shona, Estonian, Other, Portuguese, Turkish, Sinhalese, Creo, Czech,
Dari, Latvian, Lithuanian, Slovak, sorani, Albanian, Bulgarian, Edo, Georgian, Kikuyu, kirundi, mandarin,
zaghawa, azeri, Bafoussam, Bahomono, Balochi, Bangla, Baoule, Bengali, Burmese, Chechnyan,
Chichewa, Chinese Hakka, Foula, German, Gujrati, Hindi, ibu, Igbo, Luganda, Macedonian, Malawi,
Naer, Pashto, Sotho, Sousou, Spanish, Thai, Turkmen, Ukrainian, Yoruba, Zulu.

Outcomes
Out of 572 cases, the general casework service achieved the following
outcomes:
• 138 people avoided homelessness1 – 68 were re-housed and 70 were
assisted to access homelessness services.
• 41 overcrowded families were re-housed, eleven of whom were severely
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living in poverty. (Taking into account destitute asylum seekers, this figure
rises to 82%2)
• 224 households (39%) are in temporary tenancies. 117 households (21%)
are in housing association accommodation, and 101 households (18%)
are living care of friends/relatives.
• 71 % (406) of service users were referred to the general casework team by
word of mouth, demonstrating that the service is well regarded.

overcrowded.
• 32 households living in poor housing conditions were rehoused (19) or had
repairs successfully dealt with (13)
• 24 households to get back home office support or state benefits
• 18 households overcame racial harassment problems through re-housing
(11) or advocacy work (7)
• 13 households were assisted to access social funds and furniture packs.
• 9 households received advice and support to help them sustain their
tenancies.
• 5 benefits related issues were resolved
• 1 eviction was stopped

Service users’ profile (General casework only – unless stated
otherwise)

In detail:
Homelessness affects 39% of service users approaching the General
Casework Service.
Many refugee families are waiting long periods in temporary tenancies for
suitable sized accommodation, and EUA8 migrants from the Accession
states face many barriers accessing social housing and end up living in
overcrowded, poorly regulated, private rented (insecure) flats. Several families
end up accepting their existing temporary tenancies reluctantly due to lack
of choice. Although homelessness is resolved other housing related problems
like racial harassment and poor living conditions remain ongoing.

• 66 % (375) of clients are refugees, 24% (139) are from settled ethnic
minority communities, and 6% (37) are EU migrants
• Our service users were from 63 different countries of origin (75 in
2010). The 5 main national origins were Pakistan (11%), Iraq(10%),
China(10%), Somalia (10%) and Iran(6%).
• We dealt with 59 different languages (65 in 2010)

• Homelessness
(27%),
Overcrowding
(21%),
potential
homelessness (12%), health problems arising from living conditions
(10%) and racial harassment (6%) were the main problems reported to the
casework team.
• 73% (419) of service user s approaching the general advice service are

21% of service users are living in overcrowded accommodation
• 62% EU Nationals (23) approaching the general casework services were
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living in overcrowded conditions.
• 40% of settled BME communities (56) are overcrowded.
• 34% of refugee households (43) are overcrowded.
• 17% of asylum seekers are overcrowded.
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solutions with local housing providers using development funding that
promotes the building of larger houses.

Length Of Time In Overcrowded Conditions: 2011

The problems of overcrowding are markedly worse for EUA8 migrants from
the Accession states who face barriers accessing social housing and end
up living in overcrowded, poorly regulated, private rented (insecure) flats.
27% of all overcrowded families have been waiting upto 2 years for suitably
sized housing.
• 23% have been waiting up to 3 years.
• 16% have been waiting upto 4 years.
• 8% have been waiting between 5 and 9 years.
• The majority of overcrowded families are living in temporary homeless
accommodation (32%),Housing Associations (26.5%) ,c/o friends and
families (22.5%),private rented accommodation (16%), Insecure tenancies
(2%)
ACTION NEEDED!
A higher proportion of BME households are overcrowded compared to White
households (32% and 18% respectively)3.
Half of Bangladeshis in Scotland live in overcrowded houses, as do a third of
Pakistani and African communities, compared with 1 in 10 of white Scots.4
Casework results back up the Census findings and clearly demonstrate that
severely overcrowded families stand a poor chance of being rehoused
because of the lack of larger social housing, and face waiting several years
or absolutely no realistic prospect of being suitably rehoused.
The few measures being taken by social housing providers are simply not
enough. The problem has been consistently reported in every one of our
Annual reports since 1995. We need specific localised strategies to identify
those households who are overcrowded and then devise imaginative
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Health problems: 101 households reported health problems related to
their housing conditions (10%).
Cold, damp and mouldy housing conditions are known to exacerbate certain
illnesses .There is a clear correlation between poor housing and ill health.
Service users were seeking rehousing because of various health related
problems including Asthma – which is aggravated due to dampness within
their home; depression brought on by poor housing conditions, being socially
isolated, anti social problems or racial harassment problems; mobility
problems because of living in flats with internal stairs or no lift access, and
clients therefore seeking ground floor moves or housing with disability access
• EUA8 Migrants: Since May 2004, around 45,000 migrants from EUA8
countries have registered to work in Scotland. It is not known how many
have since left, and the figures do not include self-employed people or
those who have not registered to work, but the total number of EUA8
migrants in the UK is believed to far exceed the registration statistics, with
the Polish Consul, for instance, estimating around 50,000 Poles living in
Scotland.

Under reporting of racist harassment
Many of our service users have suffered racist abuse for months before
reporting it to the police. When asked why, caseworkers are often told “the
police don’t take it seriously”. Victims of race hate crime may also fear
reprisals from perpetrators if they do complain. The drip-drip nature of daily
racism also means it is difficult to report every incident.

With a complex system of varying rights and entitlements linked to a
person’s immigration and economic status, there is an acute need for more
information on housing rights, racial harassment and tenancy rights for
migrant workers and people from refugee communities. Research shows
that up to half of EUA8 migrants have experienced homelessness in
Scotland5, and there are widespread reports of serious overcrowding,

Most victims of racial harassment look at rehousing as the only solution of
avoiding further victimisation. Victims and their families often change their
own daily lives to avoid racism, e.g. not going out alone or in the evenings,
keeping a constant guard on children, forbidding kids to use play areas, using
different routes to school/work to avoid ‘trouble’ and finally, seeking
rehousing. Many suffer in silence and get socially isolated- and accept racial
harassment as part of their everyday lives in Scotland.

unsafe living conditions and exploitation by landlords. More on EUA8
migrants is covered in the section under New Migrants Action Project.
Languages Spoken

As a result the perpetrators often go unchallenged. New minority ethnic
families moving in suffer the same isolation and racism. The cycle of no go
areas continues and the result is restricted housing opportunities for
minorities. The overwhelming majority of our service users want to live in
multi-ethnic communities with diverse religious, cultural and dietary amenities.
This is because of the higher safety factor, whereby individuals do not feel like
visible targets or singled out in their communities because of their colour,
dress, culture or language.

• The main languages spoken by our service users were: English(11%),
Urdu (10%), Kurdish(9%), Chinese Mandarin (10%), Arabic(8%),
French(6%), Swahili(5%), Farsi(5%), Somali(5%) and Punjabi(4%).
• The Casework team dealt with language differences in several ways. All
staff members must be multilingual. Volunteers, mainly from refugee
communities, bring their language skills. The service is backed up by a
database of 103 freelance interpreters who are paid to provide interpreting
for individual clients. Finally, in rare cases where it is difficult to find an
interpreter for a particular language, clients may bring a friend or family
member who is fluent in English and bilingual. The casework team has put
a lot of time and energy into researching potential interpreters when new
languages arise.

Those that have newly arrived in the country are often unaware of what racial
harassment is or how to report it when it happens. There is a need for
information campaigns to highlight what racial harassment is, and how to
report it.Service users have also highlighted that they have given up reporting
racial harassment when it happens because they felt the police were not
taking it seriously therefore there was no point in reporting it.
We are working closely with Glasgow Community safety services to address
the problem of under-reporting. PAIH has been identified as one of the six key
agencies to promote a citywide framework for recording incidents and a third
party reporting scheme.
Ethnic Origin
• The casework team assisted service users from 63 countries of origin (68
in 2010)
• The 8 main countries of origin of service users approaching the General
Advice Service were Pakistan(11%), Iraq(10%), China(10%), Somalia
(10%), Iran(6%),Scotland (5%), DR Congo(4%) and Sri Lanka (4%)
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Tenure
224 households (39%) are in temporary tenancies. 117 households (21%)
are in housing association accommodation. 101 households (18%) are living
care of friends/relatives. 68 households (8%) are in private rented
accommodation. 30 households(5%) were living in hostel accommodation
or other insecure tenancies. 29 households(5%) were in accommodation
provided by the UKBA.

Looking Ahead
At the time of writing, we are seeking funding from the Scottish Government
and various charitable Trusts for the continuation of this much needed
service.
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This figure is relatively low as, due to poor housing choice, e.g. the need for housing in safe,
multiracial areas, many homeless households chose to remain in in temporary tenancies or with
friends/family and were not willing to present as homeless.
419 housing casework service users out of 572 are unemployed/or unable/forbidden to work. Add
285 destitute service users. 704 out of total 857 (82%) service users are thus living in poverty.
Taken from Greater Glasgow NHS Board Information Services 2005-09 based on 2001 Census http://tinyurl.com/2g8qcl9
(Equalities and Human Rights Commission August 2009) http://tinyurl.com/2asphrh
A8 Nationals in Glasgow, Blake Stevenson for GCC, 2008 and Homeless A8 Nationals, Scottish
Council for Single Homeless, 2008
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indefinitely or deported despite potentially having a good case for leave to
remain – if only there was someone somewhere to help them get back on
track.

The Destitution Project

The Destitution Project helps vulnerable people challenge destitution and find
hope, self worth, and some stability and resolution in their lives. The
emergency support we offer includes money for food, shelter in the homes
of one of our volunteers and expert advice on accessing whatever limited
resources are available to them.
We are making a difference by:
• Providing temporary shelter in the homes of our volunteers or in hostels;
• Giving destitution payments from our Hardship Fund;
• Providing practical advice and support, e.g. access to lawyers, options for
leaving, food sources, sleeping bags.
• Helping people to be in a better position to either gain a positive decision
on their asylum claim or be granted a type of ‘Leave to Remain’, or leave
voluntarily, if that is their wish.

Thousands of people refused asylum1 are being forced into long term
destitution2 in the UK because of the government’s insistence that they return
to unsafe countries.

We are extremely grateful to the following people who so generously
provided shelter in their homes during the year: Alison Swinfen,
Caroline Morrison, Catherine Eschle and Denis Donoghue, Edith Facenna,
Eirene Houston, Gail and Iain Frasier, Genevieve Curran, Hugh Cusick, Jo
Haythornthwaite, Julie Manley, Lucinda Broadbent, Rozzy Tweed and Zora
King.

Those at the end of the appeals process are made homeless3, denied
employment and forced to rely on handouts.
In 2011, 303 asylum seekers were dependent on this charity for “handouts”.
These include families, pregnant women, young men and women under 21,
the sick and mentally ill as well as victims of trauma. Refused asylum seekers
unable to immediately return to their home country can apply for limited
support called “Section 4”4. But to qualify for this they must be taking steps
to leave the UK or be appealing against the reason for their refusal to qualify.
However, many refused asylum seekers cannot return because they will not
be accepted back or conditions are simply too unsafe and volatile5. Delays
in receiving Section 4 have also left many destitute.

We are also very grateful to the many individuals and charitable trusts who
made the work of the Project possible in 2011. A complete list of is provided
at the end of this report.
Main Findings
Challenging destitution and poverty
• In 2011, Positive Action In Housing provided emergency support to 303
destitute people (285 cases), including 13 adult dependents, 5 children
and 10 unborn children who were forced into destitution because of
the government’s policy towards appeals rights exhausted asylum
seekers. 184 cases were new cases, while 101 were existing cases from
the previous year.

We are very concerned about the large number of refused asylum seekers
that continue to rely on handouts for food and the generosity of volunteers
willing to take them into their homes temporarily. There is considerable
financial strain on charities to prevent street homelessness in Scotland and
increasingly challenging as a result of the economic slowdown.
The Immigration Minister, Damien Green, claims that “the UK Borders Agency
provides support to asylum seekers who would otherwise be destitute until
a decision on their application is made”, He added that anyone fleeing
persecution should be treated with dignity until they are granted leave to
remain or are removed from the UK.

• We provided 1,930 nights of shelter through hostels (159 nights) and
volunteers (1771 nights).This is a 33 % increase since last year when we
provided a total of 1,453 nights of shelter. We provided an average of 6.7
nights of shelter per person, compared with 4.5 nights in 2010.

This charity and hundreds of others across the UK know the reality is very
different. There are no basic human rights, never mind the luxury of “dignity”,
for those who are unable to return to their countries of origin at the end of the
asylum process. There is no question about the depth of suffering people
are forced to go through.
We support the calls for the right to work and a home until an applicant is
either removed or granted leave to remain.
Those who become destitute are likely to exhaust the support of friends and
family the longer they are destitute without an end in sight. They are likely to
suffer severe mental health problems and a sense of hopelessness. They are
less likely to be able to get out of the cycle of destitution, many will become
part of society’s invisible citizens, facing the constant fear of being detained
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Destitute while awaiting a Judicial Review: Mr. M, (29), and his wife (23),
from Iran, were referred by Scottish Refugee Council in October 2010 after
their money and benefits were stopped. Our caseworkers provided practical
advice and support, arranged accommodation and small amounts of money
while they waited for a decision on a judicial review of their case. After 5
months their judicial review was approved at the high court and the couple
was granted section 4 support and accommodation.
Single woman from Zimbabwe needs support while facing eviction:
14-4-10: Client has been given eviction date from Monday she thinks. Asked
her to return with papers to confirm - a GCC employee told her she should
leave tomorrow. Also, HO have asked her to report daily due to confusion and
her missing a date on 10-04-10. Client was told to return in November
apparently, called to try to confirm and was told November. Solicitor called
and was told she should have been there on 10th and should report today. HO
worker who told her November, but wouldn’t write it down, said today black
people are liars (!). She has been verbally told to report daily, but IS96 says
weekly. She is going to sol for her to call Ho to confirm tomorrow and will
come here afterwards. Gave £15 money from Destitution Fund.

•
We gave out 998 destitution payments totalling £29,100 to prevent
vulnerable people going hungry or becoming street homeless.
(£22,150 in 2010). This is a 31% increase since 2010. It should be
noted that destitute asylum seekers are forbidden to work and have no
recourse to public funds or hostels. The Hardship Fund is therefore paid
for by private donations.

From Destitution To Home: Mohammed was destitute when he first
approached the Destitution Project in 2005.Despite making a fresh asylum
claim it was refused, and Section 4 support was withdrawn but he was unable
to return to Iraq. During his period of long destitution, our caseworkers
provided Mohammed with information on where to access legal representation
to pursue his asylum claim in Scotland. He was periodically provided with
small amounts of hardship money for food and occasional shelter in the
homes of accommodation volunteers and in hostels. Our project workers
also liaised with other agencies to provide different types of support including
food, clothes, sleeping bags and hygiene packs, while his legacy application
was being considered. Four years later, in 2009, Mohammed was granted
Section 4 support. A year later, he was granted leave to remain. Our
caseworkers advised Mohammed about his housing rights and the Council’s
duty towards him as a homeless people. They also helped him to apply for
accommodation with housing associations and Mohammed was successfully
re-housed in Govanhill where he has settled well.

• We assisted destitute asylum seekers from 47 countries. The majority were
from Iran (15%), Iraq (15%), Zimbabwe (9%), Somalia (9%) and DR
Congo (7%), all countries with poor human rights records.

Vulnerable people are made even more vulnerable because of
enforced destitution

Sensitively accommodated by Angel Group? we dont think so: In
September 2010, we highlighted the case of a severely disabled destitute
asylum seeker who had been housed in emergency support housing several
times by Angel Group in inaccessible accommodation over a period of a year
or so. At one point, she was left literally starving because she could not leave
her home to collect food vouchers or even go to local shops. Her
accommodation had internal and external stairs, and she had been moved
miles away from friends who could have helped her. She required step free
accommodation because of her rapidly deteriorating condition and Angel
Group's response over one offer was "it's only one step". To add insult to
injury, the UKBA wrote to her to inform her they were cancelling her vouchers
as sh had breached conditions by not collecting them. As a result of our
intervention, she was moved into suitable accommodation by the Council.

• 180 people (63%) were identified as “additionally vulnerable” These
include the young, elderly, children within families, pregnant women, and
those with physical or severe mental health problems, people who have
suffered some form of trauma, for example, torture, domestic violence or
sex trafficking.

• 40 people were recorded as suffering from mental or physical health
problems;
• Of these, 27 had mental health problems, 22 men and 5 women; of these,
14 had severe mental health problems, including schizophrenia (2) and
severe depression, for which they had previously been hospitalised (3); 3
people was identified as a Suicide risk; 2 were diagnosed with PTSD;
However, we suspect under-reporting and hope to report a clearer picture
in 2012.
Mental and physical health
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work in one of the following ways:
• Please volunteer a room in your home for a few days or weeks.

• 9 people were recorded as having suffered severe trauma in the past and
were being seen by the Medical Foundation for Victims of Torture.

• Give a secure online donation via www.justgiving.com/paih/donate or
via www.paypal-marketing.co.uk to donate@paih.org .

Age/Gender
• You can also leave a legacy, to find out more, please email
home@paih.org.

• 70 women were found to be destitute;
• 62 (22%) destitute people were under the age of 25; Of these, 37 were
young men; and 25 were young women; 7 of whom were under 21 and
one of whom was 16.
• 3 people were aged 60 or over.
Families, children and the unborn

• Become one of our charity fundraisers and get sponsored to run, sleep
out, do a coffee morning or a sponsored silence, or some other activity.
You can set up a sponsorship page at www.justgiving.com and ask your
friends and family to give a donation on your page. For more infor email
home@paih.org

Children and young people are particularly vulnerable and at risk od
exploitative relationships if forced to be reliant on others for food and shelter.
Another concern is the welfare of pregnant women who face risks to their
own and their unborn baby’s health because of destitution.

• To raise awareness of the problem of destitution, contact home@paih.org
to get a copy of the Challenging Destitution Action Pack & DVD, put
together by Camcorder Guerillas, which offers practical advice for taking
action to end the UK government’s destitution policy on Scottish soil.

• We counted 10 pregnant women amongst the destitute.
• Amongst the destitute were 5 families with children, and a total of five
children.
Where do the destitute go?
• 201 households (71%) were destitute by the time they approached
us. Of these, 78 (27%) people were street homeless and sleeping rough6
at the time they approached us. 123 (43%) people were destitute but
staying temporarily between various friends or able to stay with someone.
76 (27%)were about to be evicted and made destitute.

1

Charitable provision is at breaking point
• Charity and faith resources to support destitute people are being pushed
beyond the limit – the worsening economic climate is making it harder to
deliver this project.
• Amongst destitute people, we have witnessed incidents of aggression,
threats of self harm, suicide and worsening mental health problems caused
by increased levels of desperation.
Looking ahead
In 2012, we need to raise £70,000 for the destitution project, to cover the
cost of staff, running costs and the hardship fund. The money raised is going
solely to helping those who are left destitute, hungry and unable to return to
their country of origin. Please help us carry out this important humanitarian
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New Migrants Action Project
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A person whose claim for asylum has been refused. Asylum support is removed 21 days after a
negative asylum decision.
Destitution is the lack of means to meet basic needs of shelter, warmth, food, water and health.
Refused asylum seekers are forbidden by law to work, access benefits or homelessness or hostel
accommodation.
Refused asylum seekers unable to immediately return to their home country can apply for limited
support called “Section 4”. But they must be taking steps to leave the UK or be appealing against
the reason for their refusal to qualify. Delays in receiving Section 4 have left many destitute.
Accommodation and voucher support.
Verified by CIA and Amnesty country reports as well as the British Foreign Office advice on travelling
to certain countries.
Some reported sleeping in bus shelters, in the workplaces of friends, in cemeteries, hospitals, police
cells, bus stations and parks.

The New Migrants Action Project aims to promote equal access to services
and
jobs for Scotland’s new migrant communities. The project is funded by the
Scottish Government’s Race, Religion, and Refugee Integration fund. This
funding initially ran from July 2008 to March 2011 and has been extended for
another year to the end of March 2012.
Iain Chisholm is Project Coordinator (taking over from Seonad Forbes who left
the project for a new job in June 2010) and Lia Dmitrieva is Project Officer.
We currently have 2 Sessional Workers, Ciprian Nistor, who works with the
Romanian community in our Govanhill outreach, and Izabela Jancik who
works with the Polish community. This year we also supported Nadia
Antonova, a community development student placement from John
Wheatley College.
Key results
• We had a total caseload of 173 clients, including 115 new clients. The 5
main nationalities were: Romanian (36%) Polish (19%), Estonian (16%)
Latvian (13%), Lithuanian (5%).
• Our drop-in and outreach surgery refer clients to mainstream services
which they have been unaware of or have had difficulties accessing in
the past.
• Our work with the Scottish Migrants Network has assisted migrant
community groups to influence policy makers through consultation
responses.
• Our training has allowed 201 staff members from 78 organisations
across Scotland to become more informed of new migrants’ rights and
entitlements.
Provision of Information and Advice through Weekly Drop-in Surgery
In 2010/11, we had a total caseload of 173 clients, including 115 new clients.
There was a considerable change in our clients’ 5 main nationalities:
Romanian (36%) Polish (19%), Estonian (16%) Latvian (13%), Lithuanian
(5%). This reflects the strong demand for our outreach service in Govanhill for
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Romanians and our outreach in Hamilton, launched in Novmber 2010, where
the majority of our service users are Estonian. We believe the fewer numbers
of Polish people approaching the service reflects a greater capacity within
Polish communities for dealing with money and housing problems, an
improvement in other services available for Polish people and a considerable
decrease in the number of Polish migrant workers arriving in Scotland in the
last year.

We have seen a change in our age profile since last year with a decrease of
people under 36 years old from 52% to 37% and an increase in all the older
age ranges. This is mostly explained by the particular demographic of clients
in Hamilton who are considerably older on average than our Polish or
Romanian clients. Many of our service users from Hamilton are retired
professionals who have come to the UK to work due to the great difficulty of
surviving in Estonia or Latvia on a pension income.

Our service users speak 13 different main languages. The 6 main languages
spoken are Romanian (35%), Russian (29%) as a first or second language,
Polish (18%), Latvian (5%) and Estonian and Lithuanian (3%).

82% of our clients are not fluent in English, demonstrating a continued need
for a multilingual casework service. This is an increase on last year and we
believe reflects the change in age profile of our service users.
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Until 1st May 2011 migrants from A8 countries had restricted access to public
funds depending largely on whether or not they had complied with the Home
Office’s Worker Registration Scheme. Until January 2014 A2 migrants have
severely restricted access to the labour market through the Worker
Authorisation Scheme, the Seasonal Agricultural Workers Scheme or
self-employment and similarly very restricted access to the safety net of the
welfare benefits system. Advice about self-employment has become a major
part of our work, particularly with Romanian service users because it is their
only realistic employment option in most cases. This has led to them
depending on poor quality, overcrowded private rented accommodation and
falling into homelessness
We have seen a number of service users experiencing destitution as a result
of either not being able to find work or losing their job before they gain access
to benefits or homelessness assistance. If people have no friends or family
to rely on in this situation their problems are likely to worsen as rough sleeping
makes re-entering work more and more difficult.
Income maximisation is also a major concern for our service users. In
common with many UK citizens, our service users often do not claim benefits
to which they are entitled. Given the low incomes of many of our clients, the
difference between managing to maintain a tenancy and losing their home
can be a small amount of housing benefit, child benefit or tax credits.

What advice and information do our service users need?
Most of our clients came to us for information and advice on several
interrelated issues. We often see clients several times over a number of
months to deal with complex problems and as new issues arise. The top 5
problems reported were with welfare rights (26%), housing options (17%),
self-employment (15%), housing rights (13%), homelessness (12%). Other
work related issues accounted for 24% of problems reported.

30% of problems reported were regarding either housing rights or housing
options. The majority of our service users are living in the private rented sector
where they often experience issues such as overcrowding, expensive rents,
no tenancy agreements, lack of awareness of their rights and responsibilities,
poor quality accommodation and unlawful evictions. We inform our clients of
their housing options and when clients choose to apply for social housing
we assist them with the application process.
• Outreach Surgery in Govanhill for the Romanian Community
During this period 62 Romanian individuals used our outreach service in
Govanhill. Although the outreach was established for the Romanian Roma
community in Govanhill it was used by Romanian citizens living throughout
Glasgow.
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74% (88% last year) of our Romanian clients are not fluent in English. While
this shows an improvement in English language skills since last year, it
continues to indicate a strong need for bilingual support, particularly when
discussing complex benefits and self-employment issues.

Ciprian Nistor, our Romanian sessional worker assists us in providing
information and advice on a range of topics. The top 5 problems related to
self-employment (36%), welfare rights (21%), finding work (16%),
employment rights (9%) and homelessness.
Our service users in Govanhill are predominantly young, with 59% under the
age of 36. This reflects the national profile of new migrants who are
predominantly young and come to the UK to work or study.
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• Supporting the Development of the Scottish Migrants Network
We have continued supporting the development of the Scottish Migrants
Network (SMN), in partnership with the Poverty Alliance and Oxfam. The
SMN is an informal network of voluntary organisations, migrant community
groups and statutory bodies working at a national level and focusing on
issues around migration that are specific to Scotland. Bi-monthly network
meetings have taken place in Glasgow, Edinburgh, Falkirk and Kirkaldy to
ensure attendance by groups from outside the central belt. The annual SMN
conference was originally planned for February 2011 but has been delayed
due to funding uncertainty for many of the organisations involved and the
Scottish Parliamentary elections in May. The conference is scheduled to take
place in September 2011.
• Scottish Parliament’s Equal Opportunities Committee Migration
and Trafficking Inquiry
We contributed a written response to this inquiry commenting on trends
in migration to Scotland and migrants’ positive contribution to the Scottish
economy, culture and civic society. We also commented on the lack of
reliable data about migration and how this affects the response of public
services to changes in population and migration patterns and on how
aware individuals and agencies are of the rights of migrants. We
commented on the problems with media portrayal of migrants, the lack of
balance in coverage towards anti-migration organisations such as
Migrationwatch who have no mandate to justify their wide media coverage,
on the ill-informed conflation of different types of migration and the
concentration on the needs of the South East of England to the detriment
of the different migration needs of Scotland.

Through the Worker Authorisation Scheme, the government excludes
Romanian and Bulgarian nationals from the mainstream job market until
January 2014. The number of jobs available through this scheme is less than
4000 throughout the UK. Due to this, self-employment is by far the most
popular option for our Romanian clients.
We started to record self-employment specifically as a distinct issue this year
making up 36% of our reported issues for Romanian service users. (44% of
our clients reported Employment Rights as a problem in the previous year,
falling to 9% this year). As more of our service users have become
self-employed and gained access to welfare benefits we have seen a
considerable increase in Welfare Rights as a problem reported, up from 9%
last year to 21%.

On June 7th we gave oral evidence to the committee and, with Scottish
Migration Network, organised a delegation of EU nationals to participate
in the inquiry and its discussion groups (4 Russian speaking Estonians, 2
Romanians, 2 Polish service users and 4 service providers, 1 Czech, 1
Slovak and 2 Polish). Seonad raised issues around difficulties accessing
housing and benefits, restrictions on eligibility to benefits, restrictions on
right to work and particularly confusion and misinterpretation on the part
of service providers, both statutory and voluntary. Feedback indicated that
participants were very positive about having been able to contribute their
personal experience to policy at this level.

We have seen very considerable delays in processing applications for
benefits. We have seen people waiting up to 19 months for Child Benefit and
Child Tax Credit applications to be awarded. We also saw one client waiting
for 15 months for her families Housing Benefit to be processed.
Despite difficulties in accessing benefits entitlements, in-work benefits can
substantially increase service users’ incomes, particularly if they have
children. Self-employed people can also access homelessness assistance
where necessary.
Many of our Romanian clients continue to live in poor housing conditions in
the private rented sector in Govanhill. Security of tenure and overcrowding are
still problems. With the increase in demand for private rented housing
generally we have seen people on low incomes coping with rent increases
not covered by increases in Housing Benefit.
• Training Service Providers on the Rights and Entitlements of New
Migrants
We have delivered training to service providers across Scotland, from Oban
to Shetland on the rights and entitlements of EU nationals, asylum seekers
and refugees. This year, 201 people from more than 70 different organisations
have attended the training. This is more than double the number of attendees
and organisations that attended the previous year (98 attendees from 30
organisations). This indicates a sustained need within statutory and voluntary
organisations for this training and also a growing reputation for the quality of
the training we offer.
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Forward Plan
Case Study one
Even when bureaucracy works perfectly, people unfamiliar with the UK can
find all the paperwork they have to complete and the letters they receive
baffling. When bureaucracy fails it can leave people confused and in very

It is clear that the funding situation for our project will continue to be
challenging. We therefore have to plan to continue the project on at least a
partially self funding basis in order to widen our funding possibilities. We are
also keenly aware that it is important that we consider the possibility that our
project will cease and seek to skill up the communities to pursue their rights
and entitlements independently.

“

Well delivered and good facilitation of discussion. The
workshop exercises made it really interactive which was great.
Content good and scope for further training for the rest of the
staff.
Community Engagement, May 2010

• We will continue to run our weekly drop-in and weekly Govanhill and
Hamilton outreach surgeries.
• We will develop a series of information sessions for service users to equip
them with information on a number of essential topics including work,
benefits, housing and community development.
• We are facilitating the setting up of two migrant community organisations.
The East European Migrants Association in Hamilton has already been
constituted and we are assisting with fundraising throughout the year. We
will work with the Romanian Roma community in Govanhill to facilitate the
setting up of a community group there over the current year.
• We have redeveloped our training course on EU nationals to include the
changes in May 2011 and will continue to provide training to service
providers across Scotland on the rights and entitlements of EU nationals,
asylum seekers and refugees.
• We will apply to funders for funding to continue the project beyond March
2012.

”

vulnerable situations.
T is an Estonian national who has been living and working in Scotland since
late 2007 when she came to work in Hamilton with an employment agency
who said they would take care of all the Home Office paperwork. In March
2008, with the help of the agency, she applied for a Family Residence Stamp
for her husband who is not a European Union citizen and sent their original
passports and marriage certificate to the Home Office, but had had no reply
when she came to our drop-in in early 2010. NMAP called the Home Office
who confirmed they had received the application but had suspended it and
advised us to write a letter asking for further information. 6 months later the
HO wrote to T refusing her application because she had failed to register a
new job with Workers Registration Scheme in 2009. Her husband’s passport
had also been lost in the process although neither the Home Office nor the
Post Office would take responsibility. Sadly the lost passport meant he
missed his mother’s funeral in Estonia.
NMAP helped her register her job with WRS (essential to safeguard her right
to reside), make a new application for the Family Residence Stamp for her
husband and apply for a new passport with the Estonian embassy which
ensures his right to reside if anything happens to T. We were also able to give
them advice on maximising their income through welfare benefits and getting
the best value from her utilities.
As a result of our work, T and her husband are much more secure and able
to plan with confidence for their future in Scotland.
Case Study two
Often service users will come back to us regularly with a variety of problems.

“

R from Latvia is 66 years old and came to Scotland to work in a factory
because it was impossible for her to live on her Latvian pension alone. She
had been in the UK for 3 years when she came to NMAP worried about
paying a gas and electricity bill. The power company had sent her and her
flat mate an estimated bill for £453 after moving to a new flat only 4 months
before. The letting agent would not tell her where the meter in the flat was and
told her the power company could tell how much power they used from their
office. It was January and she was too scared to turn on the heating or use
the cooker.

Excellent delivery of course. I had studied equalities in the
past and this was a very new and effective way of recalling and
updating my knowledge of the current legislation.
Anti- Discrimination Training, November 2010

”

The power company said they would only accept information from the letting
agency. After a lot of persuasion they agreed to send an engineer to the flat
to show her the meter and take a proper reading. It turned out they had been
overcharged by over £300 which the power company agreed to refund.
R was keen to retire and needed advice about how she could do this. We
referred her to Citizens Advice for a “Better Off” calculation and then assisted
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her in applying to the Home Office for her residency card, arranged a home
visit from the Pension Service to apply for Pension Credits, Housing Benefit
and Council Tax Benefit.

They have recently moved from Belfast where they had been living for 2
years. M is self-employed, applied for Child Benefit and Child Tax Credit 16
months ago and still did not get a decision.

After R retired, her flat mate decided to move out. The letting agent told R she
had to leave the flat immediately because the landlord could not rent it unless
there was a working person there. We explained why this was an illegal
eviction and referred her to the local authority homelessness team who made

HMRC have requested further information at intervals throughout the last 16
months, got the information and then seem to wait a few months before
asking for more. When we call there is little useful information available for the
help-line advisers. For instance there may be no notes on the system about
receiving requested additional documents but there is no note of a reminder
letter being sent out so we are told it may be safe to assume they have
received it – and these may be passports or birth certificates. It can then take
a further 16 weeks from the date of receiving new information to giving a
decision. The family is struggling to make a living, pay their rent and feed
their children properly.

sure that she was able to continue living in the flat. R found another flat mate
and signed a new contract with the agency.
Case Study three
L waited 15 months for Housing Benefit and is left trying to get the money
back from his landlord.
L is a 30 year old Roma service user from Romania. In 2009 we helped him
get a National Insurance number and register as self-employed. He has been
working since as a painter and decorator but the recession has made it
difficult for him to earn enough money to look after his family. We started to
assist him with Local Housing Allowance and Council Tax Benefit applications

We have an increasing number of Romanian self-employed service users
who are subject to delays in processing Child Benefit and Tax Credit
applications of 6 months or more and are collecting examples of these cases
for the Child Poverty Action Group Tax Credits group.

“
”

This course has given me an insight into some of the most
common mental health issues. The information about asylum
seekers was an eye-opener. Thoroughly enjoyed the day. Thanks
you
Mental Health Awareness, November 2010

“

I found the training course very interesting and the trainer was
very knowledgeable. The course materials were great and will help
me apply the learning in my workplace
Cultural Awareness, March 2011

in November 2009 and a decision to award it was made in December 2009.
Soon after, he moved to another private rented flat and things started to go
wrong. He came back to us in March 2010 because he was still waiting for
payment of his Local Housing Allowance and backdated money. He also had
a final reminder for Council Tax, even though he was in receipt of Council Tax
Benefit. We discovered that he had two Council Tax accounts, one for his old
flat (for which he was still in payment of Council Tax and Housing Benefit)
and one for his new flat which had not been paid. We helped him cancel the
old accounts and complete new Housing Benefit and Council Tax claims.
By August 2010 his applications were still outstanding so we referred him to
Govanhill Law Centre for assistance. All this time he was paying as much of
his rent as possible to avoid eviction by borrowing money and using money
for food and clothing. It was not until June 2011 that he was awarded 15
months worth of Housing Benefit – over £5000. It is council policy to pay
such large amounts of money directly to the landlord so after waiting all this
time for money they were rightly owed, they now have the struggle of getting
half of that money back from their landlord who is selling the flat and wants
to evict them.

“

Really interesting content. Was clearly explained. Information
provided was helpful and relevant to my work. Lunch was
fantastic!
Working with Refugees, Asylum Seekers, Migrants and EU Nationals,
December 2010

”

Case Study four
M and his wife A have 5 children and came to our Govanhill Surgery.
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Community/voluntary/charity groups and organisations (78):
Aberdeen Foyer, Action of Churches Together in Scotland, Addictions
Support & Counseling – Stirling/Falkirk MND Scotland, Amera, Amina
MWRC, Angus Women’s Aid, Barnardo’s, C.O.P.E, Caithness and
Sutherland Women’s Aid, Castlemilk Law and Money Advice Centre,
Castlemilk Law Centre, CHAI advice, Child Poverty Action Group, Church of
Scotland, Citizens Advice and Rights Fife, C-level, Culture Sparks, Daisy
Street Law and Money Advice Centre, Dean and Cauvin Trust, Drumchapel
Law & Money Advice Centre, Dumbarton District WA, Dundee Citizens
Advice Bureau, Dunfermline Women’s Aid, East Ayrshire WA, East
Dunbartonshire Women’s Aid, East Kilbride Women’s Aid, Edinburgh WA,
ESOL, Flourish House, Forth Valley Migrant Support Network, Frontlinefife,
Gatwick Detainee Welfare Group, GCVS, Geezabreak, Glasgow
Homelessness Services, Glasgow Simon Community, Glasgow South East
Regeneration Agency, Glasgow West Regeneration Agency, Glasgow
Women’s Aid, Glasgow Women’s Library, Gorbals Law Centre, Govan Law
Centre, Greater Pollok Integration Network, Hamilton & Clydesdale Women’s
Aid, Hemat Gryffe Woman’s Aid, Home Scotland, In- Care Survivors Service
Scotland, Inverclyde Community Development Trust, Iona Community,
Lanarkshire Association for Mental Health, Loretto Care, Macmillan Benefits

The training work is led by Suki Sangha, a committed antiracist with a
Masters Degree in Equality & Human Rights. Suki is dedicated to working
with organisations to ensure that mainstream services meet the needs of all
our communities, and that black and minority ethnic communities have equal
access to mainstream services.

Service, Making Money Work, Maryhill Integration Network, MND Scotland,
Oxfam Scotland, Perth CAB, Perthshire Women’s Aid, Planning Aid Scotland,
Prince and Princess of Wales Hospice, Quarriers, Rape Crisis, Ross Shire
Woman’s aid, Scottish Detainee Visitors, Scottish Motor Neurone Disease
Association, Scottish Women’s Aid, Shakti, Shelter Scotland, Shetland Island
Council Legal, Shetland Islands Citizen Advice Bureau, SportScotland,
Stirling Womens Aid, The Advocacy Project, The Bridge Project CLMAC, The
Pearce Institute, The Rugby Football League, Toryglen Law and Money
Advice Centre, Waverley Care

Key results
• In 2011, Positive Action in Housing delivered tailor made and bespoke
training sessions to 525 staff and committee members from 156
organisations (86 in 2010) across Scotland.

Statutory bodies (38):
Aberdeen City Council, Angus Council, Anniesland College, Argyle and Bute
Council, Central Scotland Racial Equality Council, Children’s Parliament, City
Of Edinburgh Council, City of Glasgow College, Clackmannanshire Council,
Consumer Focus Scotland, Crown Office & Procurator Fiscal Service,
Dundee City Council, East Ayrshire Council, East Lothian Council, Edinburgh
University, Edinburgh’s Telford College, Fife Council, Forth Valley College,
Glasgow City Council, Inverness College, Langside College, Last Ayrshire
Council, Midlothian Council CLD, North Lanarkshire Council, Perth and
Kinross Council, Perth Grammar School, Renfrewshire council, Scottish
Government, Shetland Island Council, South Ayrshire Council, Stirling
Council, Strathclyde Fire & Rescue, Strathclyde Police, The City of Edinburgh
Council, University of Strathclyde, University of Bristol, University of Sussex,
West Lothian council
Housing Associations (30):
Albyn Housing Society Ltd, Ardenglen HA Limited, Blairtumnock Housing
Association, Blochairn Housing Association, Blue Triangle (Glasgow) Housing
Association, Cadder Housing Association, Calucay Housing, Cube Housing
Association, Easthall Park Housing, Fife Housing Association, Gardeen
Housing Association, GHA (Queens Cross South Maryhill LHO), Glasgow
Housing Association, Hawthorn Housing Co-operative, Hjaltland Housing
Association, Key Housing, Link Housing, Lochfield Park Housing Association,
Moray Housing Partnership, North Glasgow Housing Association, Parkhead
Housing Association, Prospect Community Housing, Provanhall Housing
Association, Scottish Veterans Housing Association, Shetland Island Council
Housing, Tenants First Housing Co-Operative, The New Housing Association
Ltd, Thenew Housing Association Ltd, Weslo Housing Management,
Williamsburgh Housing Association

• Money from training made up 13% of our overall income (10% in 2010),
with all profits going towards our charitable work.
• As well as Glasgow, we delivered sessions in Dundee, the Shetland
Islands, Argyle and Bute, Oban, Edinburgh, Paisley, Hamilton and
Motherwell.
• The return evaluations from delegates demonstrate an extremely high level
of satisfaction. 98% of delegates felt confident to apply their newly gained
learning to their work. 98% felt the course materials were clear and
relevant. 99% thought our trainers were knowledgeable and enthusiastic.
We currently offer the following courses:
• Refugees, Asylum Seekers and EU Migrants
• Rights & Entitlements of EU Nationals
• Racial Harassment
• Equality Impact Assessment
• Cultural Awareness
• Equality Action Planning
• Community Engagement
• Equality and Diversity: the Legislation and Human Rights
• The New Equality Act
• Mental Health Awareness
• Anti discrimination
We provided training to 78 voluntary organisations, 38 Schools, colleges and
local authorities, 30 housing associations and ten others.
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A4e Ltd, Fire Brigade Union, Glasgow Works, Greater Glasgow & Clyde NHS
Trust, HMIE, NHS Health Scotland, NHS Lothian Health Board, Planning Aid
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Governments ‘Fresh Thinking, New Ideas’ discussion.

for Scotland, Scottish Legal Complaints Commission, Scottish Qualifications
Authority
We also provided tailored in-house sessions to:
Amina MWRC, Argyle and Bute Council, Blairtumnock Housing Association,
Cadder Housing Association, Calvay Housing, Castlemilk Law and Money
Advice Centre, Child Poverty Action Group, Cube Housing Association,
Dumbarton District Women’s Aid, East Ayrshire Women’s Aid, Easthall Park
Housing, Edinburgh Women’s Aid, Gardeen Housing Association, Glasgow
Housing Association, Glasgow Women’s Library, Hamilton and Clydesdale
Women’s Aid, Hemat Gryffe Woman’s Aid, Hjaltland Housing Association,
Lanarkshire Association for Mental Health, Lochfield Park Housing
Association, North Glasgow Housing Association, Perth and Kinross Council,
Provanhall Housing Association, Shakti, Shetland Island Council, Shetland
Island Council Housing, Shetland Island Council Legal, Shetland Islands
Citizen Advice Bureau, The Advocacy Project, Williamsburgh Housing
Association
In October 2010, we held an event with Capability Scotland to bring together
25 people with disabilities from minority ethnic communities. The purpose of
the event was to discuss their experiences of barriers to accessing housing.
The event was then complied into a report and fed into the Scottish
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In partnership with Castlemilk Law Centre and with funding provided by the
Equality and Human Rights Commission we provided 8 sessions of
Anti-Discrimination training this past year. We delivered these sessions to the
following organisations:

Scottish Ethnic
Minorities Directory

New Gorbals Housing Association, Cube Housing Association, Glasgow
Women’s Library, Lochfield Housing Association, Provanhall Housing
Association, Castlemilk Law Centre, Amina Muslim Women’s Resource
Centre, Macmillan Benefits Service, Glasgow City Council, Flourish House,
Key Housing, University of Strathclyde, Drumchapel Law and Money Advice
Centre, Castlemilk Law and Money Advice Centre, Gardeen Housing
Association, Blairtumnock Housing Association, Easthall Park Housing,
Calvay Housing, Toryglen Law and Money Advice Centre, Gorbals Law
Centre, The Bridge Project CLMAC.

The Scottish Ethnic Minorities Directory is produced annually and lists
hundreds of Black & Minority Ethnic, Refugee and New Migrant
organisations, groups and projects.
There is no other accurate or up to date database of contacts within the
Voluntary and Non Profit sectors. There are many new organisations that
mainstream organisations will be unaware of. All in all it is a must-have
resource for anyone wanting to work more closely with diverse groups and
communities. No public body, housing provider, voluntary organisation should
be without it.

Looking ahead
The Directory is free to our members, and available to all others at a cost of
£25 (incl p&p). All proceeds go to our humanitarian work. To place your order
please email your contact and invoice details to home@paih.org. Bulk
discounts are also available.

• Offer our training courses across Scotland, including Dundee, Edinburgh,
Perth, and Aberdeen.
• Develop existing and new courses, and offer practical equalities training to
organisations to assist them to deliver on their equality and diversity
strategies.
• Expand and develop the courses we currently offer
• In 2011 we hope to engage in more partnership working with other
organisations to offer courses jointly and utilizing the combined knowledge
and skills of all organisations involved.

An online live-updated directory, featuring an interactive map, has now been
launched and is freely accessible to members - please check back at
www.paih.org for further details.
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Board Room Hire
Positive Action in Housing’s offices are in a convenient, central location in the
heart of Glasgow, a short walk from Central and Queen Street Stations, and
Buchanan St Underground. From here, we offer room hire during office hours.
Our boardroom seats up to 15 and, together with our break out space, can
be hired for meetings and training. All proceeds go towards our charitable
work.
Room hire facilities include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Every year we produce a Multifaith Wallplanner. This is extremely popular with
advertisers for its year round advertising opportunities, and also with our
members and supporters. All profits from the planner, after paying for the
print costs, go to our humanitarian work.

Wireless broadband
TV/VCR
Overhead/ Slide Projectors and Flip Chart
Refreshments (teas, coffees, biscuits)
Lunch to suit all diets
Disability access
Anything else you need that we can hire for you at extra cost.

To book rooms at Positive Action in Housing, just call Razgar or Jamie on
0141 353 2220 or email home@paih.org

The Planner is an excellent ‘diversity tool’. It helps you plan events sensitively
around the key religious festivals celebrated by your members, service users
or employees. It is distributed across Scotland, to our members, minority
ethnic, refugee and new migrant groups and organisations, registered social
landlords, voluntary organisations, politicians and our funders and
supporters.
A full colour 70mm(h) x 90 mm (w) advertising space costs £300 in total.
Copies of the planner are available at a cost of £15 each. To buy a copy or
to book an advert in the 2012 planner just email home@paih.org and we will
reply straight away. The Deadline for the 2012 planner is November 7th 2011.
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QuickMail
QuickMail is a regular email bulletin of news, jobs, events and training aimed
at workers and volunteers within the voluntary sector, black & minority ethnic,
refugee and new migrant organisations, equality organisations and social
housing providers.
Our list of subscribers currently stand at 22,200 subscribers, probably the
most diverse and list in Scotland. QuickMail is ideal if you want to advertise
jobs, news or services. Job adverts cost £210 each (free to members).
Events listings up to 75 words are free to community and unfunded groups.
All profits go towards our charitable work. You can contribute an item for the
News, Jobs or Events sections of QuickMail. Just email quickmail@paih.org
with your text and invoice details.

Website and Social Media
Key results
•
•
•
•

Website page views: 143,038
Facebook post views: 139,112
Facebook fans: 622
Twitter followers: 65

Positive Action in Housing’s website (www.paih.org) received 20,909 visits in
2011, with our pages viewed over 140,000 times. Visitors can access
resources, view our archives, book training courses, download campaign,
support and job information packs and support our work through donations.
Our online version of the Scottish Ethnic Minorities Directory
(http://www.paih.org/directory) allows the public to search their local area
for services they need, from Health and Human Rights to Refugees and
Women’s groups - members can obtain full contact details which they can
print or share with others by email. Visitors to our site range from those who
need assistance and information about our services, to those who want to
volunteer and support our work. Our site is designed to be compatible with
all common platforms including mobile devices, and to be accessible to our
users with disabilities.
Social media is indispensable for any charity wanting to spread the word to
its supporters. We joined Facebook and Twitter and have built a supportive
online
community
with
622
fans
on
Facebook
(http://www.facebook.com/paihltd), and 65 followers on Twitter
(http://www.twitter.com/paihltd). The majority of our Facebook users are
“active” i.e. they interact with us and contribute to discussions. We can
already see that use of social media has helped to send traffic to our website
articles and has proved very useful to our campaigns.
We would like to thank Robin Gillett of Broccoli Web Design
(www.brocweb.com) for helping us to develop our social media profile and
looking after our website.
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Detailed Income and Expenditure Account
for the Year Ended 31 March 2011
2011
Income
Voluntary Income
General donations
Hardship Fund
Destitution Service
Gift aid

£

2010
£

10,165
22,999
49,789
6,680

£

£

1,331
19,542
34,757
8,490
89,63

Activities for generating funds
Wallplanner
Annual report
Directory
Boardroom hire

13,699
13,366
447
655

64,120
17,605
5,885
18,195
789

28,167
Investment Income
Interest

908

42,474
977

908
Income from charitable activities
Affiliations
Quickmail
Training
Interpreting
Scottish Government
Goldberg Trust
Henry Smith Charity
Russell Trust
Endrick Trust
Robertson Trust
Oak Foundation

55,255
47,205
105,000
15,000
14,000
5,000
10,000
-

977
58,461
100
37,979
136
99,500
10,000
10,000
10,000
5,000
10,000
10,000

Total income
Total Expenditure

-

251,460
370,168
416,538

Net Deficit for year

-

46,370
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Positive Action in Housing Ltd
Schedule of Expenditure
for the Year Ended 31 March 2011
2011

Expenditure

£

2010

£

£

£

Charitable activities
Hardship fund
General donations
Wages
Employer’s NI contributions
Employer’s Pension Costs
Rent, rates and insurance
Heat, Light and Cleaning
Printing and promotional costs
Telephone
IT Costs
Leasing costs
Stationery and office equipment
Postage
Meeting costs
General expenses
Repairs and maintenance
Subscriptions
Training costs
Travelling & subsistence
Legal and professional
Bank charges
Depreciation on fixtures & fittings
Depreciation on computer equipment

30,000
300
237,962
21,398
3,937
33,996
5,488
17,231
5,692
9,827
6,836
2,352
2,498
5,773
766
2,903
4,653
6,834
3,788
3,226
312
270
4,591

22,150
200
233,464
21,501
4,604
34,797
7,850
6,726
5,211
3,734
6,992
2,464
1,475
5,977
1,351
726
3,214
4,397
6,806
3,417
192
270
4,360
410,633

381,878

Governance costs
Audit

4,200

5,206

AGM & Trustee meetings

1,705

-

Total expenditure
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Volunteers

Management Committee,
Staff & Volunteers

Jahan Bagheri, Natalia Evdokimova,
Jonathan Grant, Calum Lindsay,
Soham Emmanuel, Idris Asanai Mekal,
Marion McPherson, Amy Hafeez,
Aisha Nyass, Ashim Brungu, Bushra
Samimy, Roxanna Ishaq, Bano
Younas.

Management Committee
Jelina Rahman (Chair), Najimee Parveen (Vice chair), Linda Douglas
(Company secretary), Philip Tompkins (Treasurer), Ahlam Souidi, Andrew
Cowan, Lucinda Broadbent, Ghzala Khan, John McShane, Kofi Tordzro,
Mohammad Asif, Rani Kaur Dhanda, Tom Harrigan OBE.
Staff
Robina Qureshi
Director:
Administrative Team
Administrative Officer:

Management Committee 2010/11

Razgar Hassan

Andrew Cowan, TC Young & Co.
Andrew is the head of T.C. Young & Co.’s
litigation team and is a highly experienced
court lawyer. He is also currently the firm’s
managing partner. He is recognised as a
leading specialist in housing management
and is a regular contributor to seminars and
conferences in the field of housing law.
Most recently Andrew has been involved in
advising clients in both the social; rented
and private sectors on the impact of the Housing (Scotland) Act 2006. At the
same time Andrew has continued to advise clients on a variety of day to day
housing management issues including tenancy agreements, allocations and
antisocial behaviour. Andrew has been involved in a large number of social
housing stock transfers with a particular involvement in dealing with issues
surrounding the tenancy agreement. Andrew is also a part time Chairman of
the Mental Health Tribunal and has recently been appointed as a part time
Chairman of the Private Rented Housing Panel in Scotland. Known for his
‘pragmatic’ approach Andrew greatly enjoys the variety of work which arises
on a day to day basis. He is a forthright and active member of Positive Action
in Housing’s Management Committee, particularly in the areas of charity law
and finance.

Casework – General and Destitution
Project Manager:
Caseworkers:

Sraboni Bhattacharya
Christopher Ho
Moseka Mambi
Sunny Singh

New Migrants Action Project
Project Leader:
Outreach Worker:
Sessional workers:

Training Officer:

Iain Chisholm
Lia Dmitrieva
Izabela Jancik
Dumitru Ciprian Nistor
Suki Sangha

Work/Student Placements
Nadezdha Antonova, Joseph McInnes, James Callery, Nisha Aslam,
Gagandeep Makkar, Mohsin Siddique, Badri Abdi, Kelly Lee, Abu Luyombya,
Ali Niaz and Uksha Farooq

Jelina Rahman is on the Committee of
the Coalition of Racial Equality and
Rights She is also a Solicitor by profession.
In 2009, she received the accolade of
becoming one of the UK’s top businesses
in the 2009 Trading Places Awards – a
national award honouring men and women
who are turning their lives around by
choosing to start up a business. In 2008,
Jelina was named as one of the 30 Under
30 promising lawyers in Scotland. Jelina recently opened up her own firm,
JR Rahman Solicitors, in Glasgow’s Carlton Place. She has an active history
in handling asylum and immigration cases, and co-ordinated the Chhokhar
Family Justice Campaign. As chair, Jelina is committed to human rights and
as chair of Positive Action in housing, has helped to ensure the charity follows
good governance as advised by the Charity Regulator.
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Tom Harrigan MBE, MCMI is the
Co-founder and Trustee of the charity, UK
Friends of Unique Home (Punjab), a charity
he and a friend set up to raise funds in the
UK to support the construction of a new
Home for abandoned girls in Jalandhar.
Punjab. Prior to his retirement in 2005 at the
rank of Acting Chief Inspector after 30 years
service with Strathclyde Police, Tom held
the position of Force Race Relations
Co-ordinator. Immediately on retirement he then took up the post of Inter
Faith Liaison Officer with Glasgow City Council, the primary purpose being to
foster good relations between faith communities across the city. Tom is also
on the ‘Board’ of Glasgow the Caring City which has many projects across
the world. He is a member of the Chartered Management Institute and in his
spare time is heavily involved in charity work. For several years, he has
sponsored children in India, Pakistan, South Africa and the UK. Tom has been
instrumental in building constructive relations between Positive Action in
Housing and Strathclyde Police and has offered sound advice in sensitive
matters concerning relations between the police and local communities
during times of high sensitivity.
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but based in Glasgow for the last 30 years, Lucinda has been involved for
many decades in feminist and LGBT activism and the anti-war movement,
and various anti-racist campaigns. Recently she’s been an active member
of Oxfam’s Asylum Positive Images Network and a volunteer mentor on
SCVO’s Equalities training programme for BME women. She lived and
worked in Nicaragua for four years during the Sandinista revolution in the
1980’s, and has filmed documentaries in Nicaragua Argentina, Venezuela,
Chile and Brazil, as well as Ghana, Iceland, Angola and India. Lucinda is fond
of Scottish hills and Scottish radicals. Lucinda’s media expertise has been
called upon over the years to guide us in handling high profile campaigns
and media stories.
Ghzala Khan
Ghzala has over 6 years experience of
working with Minority ethnic communities in
Glasgow covering areas such as
employment and development and working
with both private and public sector
organisations. Ghzala currently works for
West of Scotland Regional Equality Council
as a Development Officer. Her interests
include; hypno-psychotherapy, reading and
socialising with friends. Ghzala is an active contributer on our personnel sub
committee.

Najimee Parveen, PATH Scotland

Linda Douglas, Health in Mind has been
a member of the Management Committee
of Positive Action in Housing since its
inception. She lives in Edinburgh and works
for Health in Mind as the Manager of
Support Services which provides visiting
support to people suffering mental health
problems in the community; She also
manages a service that supports men and
women who are survivors of childhood
sexual abuse. Linda is active in her union, Unite, and is a member of the
Scottish Social Work Advisory Committee with the Open University. As
Company Secretary, Linda’s contribution over the years in terms of
constitutional changes and in seeking advice from the Charity Regulator has
been immense.

Najimee Parveen has been the Director of PATH (Scotland) since 1999. Prior
to joining PATH,
Najimee was Policy and Campaigns Officer with the Commission for Racial
Equality in Scotland and worked on a number of campaigns including “Lets
Kick Racism Out of Football” and the“Visible Womens’ Campaign” which
was designed to challenge stereotypes and promote positive role models of
BME women. Prior to leaving the Commission Najimee was its Acting Head
for 3 months. Najimee’s background is Education and she spent a number
of years teaching and lecturing in Primary Education, Further Education and
Higher Education. Najimee has also held various Office Bearer positions on
the Committee of Positive Action in Housing and is currently vice chair. Her
expertise and understanding of running a charity has held Positive Action in
Housing in good stead over the years.

Mohammad Asif, Scottish Afghan
Society
I was born in Afghanistan. We had a good
life until the Taliban. I claimed asylum in
2000. I Co-founded the Glasgow Refugees
Action Group, and founded and chaired the
Scottish Afghan Society. I have actively
campaigned for refugee rights and debated
these issues with politicians and others on
the major TV channels plus radio and
newspapers. I am presently a language consultant and a political analyst on
Afghanistan. I am an active member of Stop the War and fully support the
mission to bring British Troops out of Afghanistan. Finally I love Scotland and
Glasgow is my home no matter what.

Lucinda Broadbent is a campaigning
film-maker. She has 20 years experience
as director/producer of UK and
international documentaries for Channel 4,
BBC, ITV, Sky TV and Al-Jazeera. Lucinda’s
first real contact with PAIH came in 2004
when she asked Sraboni for help with her
BBC
Scotland
documentary
on
asylum-seekers - which won a prize at the
Amnesty International Media Awards.
Lucinda currently works at media co-op, a workers co-operative, specialising
in broadcast-quality promotional, training and campaigning DVDs and
web-clips for the voluntary sector. www.mediaco-op.net. Raised in London
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Phillip Tompkins
Philip is a qualified Management
Accountant (CIMA) and has more than 20
years experience in the social housing
sector. He currently works for Visit Scotland
and enjoys playing Bridge, watching his
children play football and listening to them
playing the fiddle and the piano. Phillip has
been treasurer for Positive Action in
Housing for 16 years and has been instrumental in ensuring the organisation
has a strong financial management strategy and a diverse portfolio of funders
to ensure its long term autonomy.
Kofi Tordzro
Volunteers

Kofi Tordzro is the Chairperson for Coalition for Racial Equality and Rights,
CRER, previously known as Glasgow Anti Racist Alliance, GARA. While
working in Local Government, he is also an active volunteer, serving on the
boards of three community organisations. Kofi is staunchly committed to
Human Rights, equality as well as the values and principles of Community
Learning and Development. He has a wide multidisciplinary background
covering Politics, Philosophy, Industrial Relations, Urban Studies, Careers
Education and Human Rights Law. His main ambition is to contribute to the
enjoyment of human rights by all and for everyone to be aware of their
self-worth and realise their potential as a human being. Kofi has been a long
standing member of our management committee, has offered sound advice
in challenging circumstances and is active on the personnel sub committee.
Ahlam Souidi is a member of the Scottish Refugee Policy Forum. She is
originally from Algeria and has interests in drama and theatre.
John McShane is currently the Acting Director of Cadder Housing
Association and a recent member of the Management Committee.

Razgar Hasan, admin officer

Rani Dhanda
I am part of the
second-generation, whose parents had
migrated from the Indian sub-continent in
the 1950’s. Born, brought up and living in
Glasgow. I am frustrated at the inequalities
faced by immigrants and their children. As
a researcher I have researched social
justice issue, and currently working on a
research degree which examines the
implementation of race relations policies. I
balance my work life with an interest in the arts; I enjoy music and the outdoor
life.
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Housing Association, Home in Scotland, Horizon Housing Association,
Inverclyde Council, Iona Community, Kendoon Housing Association, Key
Housing Association, Kingdom Housing Association, Kingsridge Cleddans
Housing Association, Lanarkshire Housing Association, Leonard Cheshire
Disability Scotland, Link Group, Lister Housing Co-op, Livingston Brown,
Lochaber Housing Association, Loreburn Housing Association, Loretto
Housing Association, Maryhill Housing Association, Media Co-op, Midlothian
Council, Moray Council, Muirhouse Housing Association, Neish Training,
North Ayrshire Council, North Glasgow College, North Glasgow Housing
Association, North Lanarkshire Council, Oak Tree Housing Association, Ore
Valley Housing Association, Partick Housing Association, PATH Scotland,
Pentland Housing Association, Perth and Kinross Council, Perthshire
Housing Association, Pineview Housing Association, Port of Leith Housing
Association, Prospect Community Housing, Provanhall Housing Association,
Renfrewshire Council, Royston Stress Centre, SACC, Scottish Afghan
Society, Scottish Detainee Visitors, Scottish Refugee Council, Scottish
Veterans Housing Association, Scottish Women’s Aid, Shetland Council,
Southside Housing Association, Stirling Council, TC Young & Co., Turning
Point Scotland, Unison (East Ayrshire Branch), Unison Scotland, Unite
Housing Associations and Co-ops Branch, Unite the Union and 49
Individuals.

Aberdeenshire Council, Albyn Housing Society, Amina MWRC, Angus
Council, Antonine Housing Association, Ardenglen Housing Association,
Arklet HA, Article 12 Scotland, Ayrshire Housing, Barnardos, Barony Housing
Association, Barrhead Housing Association, Blue Triangle (Glasgow) HA,
Bridgewater Housing Association, Cadder Housing Association, Cairn
Housing Association, Cardonald College, Care and Repair Forum Scotland,
Castlemilk Law & Money Advice Centre, Cernach HA, Chartered Institute of
Housing, Child Poverty Action Group in Scotland, City of Glasgow College,
Clackmannanshire Council, Cordale Housing Association, CRER, Cube
Housing Association, Dunbritton Housing Association, Dundee City Council,
East Dunbartonshire Council, Elderpark Housing Association, ELREC,
Employers in Voluntary Housing, Forgewood Housing Co-op, Garrion
Peoples Housing Co-Operative, “Glasgow Asylum Seekers, Support Project”,
Glasgow Centre for Inclusive Living, Glasgow Centre for Population Health,
Glasgow Council for Voluntary Services, Glasgow Homelessness Network,
Glasgow Housing Association, Glen Housing Association, Glen Oaks
Housing Association, Grampian Housing Association, Greater Pollock
Citizens Advice Bureau, Health in Mind, Hemat Gryffe Women’s Aid, Hillcrest

Calum Lindsay, Volunteer Fundraiser and
Caseworker
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Miller solicitors, Jassim Johe, John Dover, Kirsten McAllister, Marian Thomas,
Mary Alice Mansell, Edinburgh tenants federation, Marie Mcguire, Mojo
Scotland, Naiem Akhtar, Eniola Adewale, Rachel smith, Sally dick, Cadder
HA, Anne Rosengard Associates, G Smalley, Susan Gutteridge, Umoja Inc.

Heartfelt Thanks
To the following individuals and organisations who actively supported our
humanitarian work during the past year and made a difference to the lives of
many vulnerable individuals:

The 52 organisations who gave grants or donations to our work in
2011: Access consultants, Adam & Company, Amina Muslim Womens
Resource Centre, Ann Rosengard Associates, Arklet Housing Association,
Ayrshire Housing, Brighton & Hove, Cadder Housing Association, CAF
Donation - The Resource Fund, Cube Housing Association, Drummond Miller
LLP, Elderpark Housing Association, Endrick Trust, Forgewood Housing
Co-operative, Friends of the refugees from Ayrshire, GMB-Britain’s General
Union, Goldberg Family Charitable Trust, Govanhill Community Development
Trust Limited, Henry Smith Charity, Iona Community (West of Scotland) ,
Ingrid McClements Memorial Fund, JAS Fund, John Younger Trust,
Kingsridge Cleddans Housing Association, Knowes Housing Association,
Marigold Multimedia LTD, Merchants House of Glasgow, Misdcarriages of
Justicve Organisation, Moray Women’s Aid, North Glasgow Housing
Association , Ourtree Charity Donation, Partick Justice and Peace Group,
Provanhall Housing Association, Robertson Trust, Saheliya Project, Scottish
Community Foundation, Scottish Government, Unite the Union Scottish
Housing Associations & Coops Branch, Scottish Sadaqa Foundation,
Scottish Womens Aid, Shiehallion Group Donor Advisory Fund, St.
Alphonsus’ parish, TASC Agency, Unison, Unison South Lanarkshire Branch,
Unison Trongate Branch, United Reformed Church, Vanessa Nias’s
Foundation, Wellington Church, Woodlands & Park Community Council.

Our management committee: Jelina Rahman (Chair), Najimee Parveen
(Vice chair), Linda Douglas (Company secretary), Philip Tompkins (Treasurer),
Ahlam Souidi, Andrew Cowan, Lucinda Broadbent, Ghzala Khan, John
McShane, Kofi Tordzro, Mohammad Asif, Rani Kaur Dhanda, Tom Harrigan
OBE.
Our volunteers: Jahan Bagheri, Natalia Evdokimova, Jonathan Grant,
Calum Lindsay, Soham Emmanuel, Idris Asanai Mekal, Marion McPherson,
Amy Hafeez, Aisha Nyass, Ashim Brungu, Bushra Samimy, Roxanna Ishaq,
Bano Younas.
Our Members: Aberdeenshire Council, Albyn Housing Society, Amina
MWRC, Angus Council, Antonine Housing Association, Ardenglen Housing
Association, Arklet HA, Article 12 Scotland, Ayrshire Housing, Barnardos,
Barony Housing Association, Barrhead Housing Association, Blue Triangle
(Glasgow) HA, Bridgewater Housing Association, Cadder Housing
Association, Cairn Housing Association, Cardonald College, Care and Repair
Forum Scotland, Castlemilk Law & Money Advice Centre, Cernach HA,
Chartered Institute of Housing, Child Poverty Action Group in Scotland, City
of Glasgow College, Clackmannanshire Council, Cordale Housing
Association, CRER, Cube Housing Association, Dunbritton Housing
Association, Dundee City Council, East Dunbartonshire Council, Elderpark
Housing Association, ELREC, Employers in Voluntary Housing, Forgewood
Housing Co-op, Garrion Peoples Housing Co-Operative, “Glasgow Asylum
Seekers, Support Project”, Glasgow Centre for Inclusive Living, Glasgow
Centre for Population Health, Glasgow Council for Voluntary Services,
Glasgow Homelessness Network, Glasgow Housing Association, Glen
Housing Association, Glen Oaks Housing Association, Grampian Housing
Association, Greater Pollock Citizens Advice Bureau, Health in Mind, Hemat
Gryffe Women’s Aid, Hillcrest Housing Association, Home in Scotland,
Horizon Housing Association, Inverclyde Council, Iona Community, Kendoon
Housing Association, Key Housing Association, Kingdom Housing
Association, Kingsridge Cleddans Housing Association, Lanarkshire Housing
Association, Leonard Cheshire Disability Scotland, Link Group, Lister Housing
Co-op, Livingston Brown, Lochaber Housing Association, Loreburn Housing
Association, Loretto Housing Association, Maryhill Housing Association,
Media Co-op, Midlothian Council, Moray Council, Muirhouse Housing
Association, Neish Training, North Ayrshire Council, North Glasgow College,
North Glasgow Housing Association, North Lanarkshire Council, Oak Tree
Housing Association, Ore Valley Housing Association, Partick Housing
Association, PATH Scotland, Pentland Housing Association, Perth and
Kinross Council, Perthshire Housing Association, Pineview Housing
Association, Port of Leith Housing Association, Prospect Community
Housing, Provanhall Housing Association, Renfrewshire Council, Royston
Stress Centre, SACC, Scottish Afghan Society, Scottish Detainee Visitors,
Scottish Refugee Council, Scottish Veterans Housing Association, Scottish
Women’s Aid, Shetland Council, Southside Housing Association, Stirling
Council, TC Young & Co., Turning Point Scotland, Unison (East Ayrshire
Branch), Unison Scotland, Unite Housing Associations and Co-ops Branch,
Unite the Union and 49 Individuals.

618 individuals and 518 anonymous donors who organised workplace
collections, charity events or gave a donation to our work: A
Westendarp, Abby Boultbee, Abigail Howkins, Abu Muntasir, Addison St
Louis, AL Kennedy, Alan Booth, Alan Hobbett, Alan Morrison, Alan Wilkie,
Alastair Christie, Alex Dingwall, Alex McWhirter, Alexa Kellow, Alexander
McWhirter, Alexandra Mary, Alistair Cant, Amy Johnson, Andrew Colin,
andrew johnson, Andrew Marshall, Andrew McInally, Andrew O Robertson,
Andrew Ogilvie, Andrew Robertson, Andrew Thompson, Andrzej Zieleniec,
Angela Currie, angus hardie, Ann Alexander, Ann Drummond, Ann Marie
Stanley, Ann Pert, Anne Clarke, Anne Collis, Anne Doherty, anne maxwell,
Anne Whigham, Annemarie Young, Annette Hastings, Anthony Grahame,
Anuschka Miller, April Shek, Arthur Loughran, Arthur West, Ashok Ohri, B &
F Scott, Barbara Love, Barbara Orton, Barbara Scott, Barnabas Vagany, BE
Young, Becky Duncan, Ben Douglass, Ben Gibson, Benedetto Bordone, Bill
Findlay, Boabby the Barman, Bob Maclean, Breda Cullen, Brian Christopher,
Brian Gegan, Brian McGinty, Bridget Jones, Bryan Healy, C & F Hume, C
Fremantle, C Hume, C McGavin, C McGuire, C Svanberg, Ca Wright, Callum
Cyrus, Calum Lindsay, Carol Hayden, Caroline Crawford, carolynne kidd,
Cathleen, Catriona Woodley, Celia McKenna, Ceniz, Charles Thompson,
Charley Dohren, charlotte isaac, Charlotte MacDonald, Chloe Hardy, Chris
Perks, Christina McKelvie, CJE Svanberg, Cm Burns, Colin Malkin, Colin
Monie, Colin Thom, Conor Mckay, D K Meller, D M Anderson, D M Dutson,
D M Macfarlane, D MacFarlane, D Meller, D Miller, D R Johnson, Daniel
Humphreys, David A. Collins, David Emerson, David Gaffney, David Griffiths,
David Lightbody, David Maguire, David McLachlan, David McMahon, David
Orr, David Reilly, David Roy Maguire, David/Roy Maguire, Debbie Jackson,
Dermot Williamson, Devan Kanthasamy, Doctor Hook, Donald Anderson,
Donald anderson, Donald Flynn, doreen hollywood, Doris Robert, Dorothy G
Elder, Douglas Forbes, DP HARE SC , Dr David Lightbody, Dr Elspeth King,
Dr Eschle, Dr Geri Smyth, Dr Hakeem Lateef, Dr J M D Whitmarsh, Dr Joan
Miller, Dr Johnson, Dr Josephine Hay, DR Margaret A Makay, Dr Robin
Wilson, Dr Sandra Grant, Dr Sarah Sandow, Dr Susan Blackwell, Dr Walter
Sneader, Dr. D G Sutherland, Duncan M McFarlane, E Sinclair, Edith

Friends of Positive Action in Housing: A l Kennedy, Writer, David Orr,
Elderpark Housing Association, Elizabeth Lawrence, Hazel Mills, Drummond
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Hamilton, Eileen Doherty, Eileen Duke, Elaine and Bruce, Elaine Jack, Eleanor
Murchie, Elena Whitham, Elisabeth Ritchie, Elise Caroline Marshall, Elizabeth
Anne, Elle, Ellen Moxley, Elsie Peel, Em Sinclair, Emma Cowey, Emma Miller,
Eniola Adewale, Etienne d Aboville, Eurig Scandrett, Eva Gell, Eva Turner,
Evelyn Scott, Evin Downey, F & H Mcleod, F & M Sweeney, F Hulett, F smith,
F Thomas, Farah Khan, Farahnaz Mohammed Rasul Traquair, Fatima
Beltagui, Fearchar MacIllFhinnein, Fiona Brodie, Fiona Forsyth, Fiona
Knowles, Fiona Mackay, Fiona Mackenzie, Fiona McAlister, Fiona Roberts,
Fiona Russell, Fiona Scott, Flo Mooring, Foster Evans, Frances Corr, Frances
Webber, Francis McGachy, Frank Sepncer-Nairn, Fraser Smith, G
Brotherston, G Fasetta, G Loughery, G. Smalley, Gail Brotherston, Gareth
Harper, George Gillen, Georgette Ambussa, Georgia Williams, Geraldine
McGroarty, Geri Mogan , Gerrie Douglas-Scott, Ghizala Avan, Gm Wilson,
Grace Buckley, Grace Farrell, Graeme & Heather Pagan, Grant Mackintosh,
Greg Philo, H Crawshaw, H McCleod, Hazel Mills, Helen Beaton, Helen
Blomfield, Helen Carson, Helen Crawford, Helen Jean MacKenzie, Helen Kay,
Helen Pearce, Helena Richards, Henri Krishna, Hilary Horrocks, I Smith, I
Smith & J Forrest, I Stainsby, I Wight, Iain Marshall, Ian Crockatt, Ian
Fitzgerald, ian irvine, Ian Jamieson, Ian McIntosh, Inez Visser, Inga Zaiceva,
Inga Zaiceva, Iona Stevenson, Irene Beattie, Irene Christie, Isabel Lindsay,
Isabell Robertson, J & A Stevenson, J & F Oswald, J Ali, J Greig Sandilands,
J H A Gerrard, J Heather, J McDaid, J McDaid, J Oswald, J Rose, J Ross, J
Stevenson, J/Roy Doris Robert, Jacq Munro, James Ley, Jamie Ballantine,
Jamie Cambridge, Jamie O’Neill, Jamila Gavin, Jane Logue, Jane Woolf,
Janet andrews, Janet Andrews, Janet andrews, Janet Ireland & Paul
Newman, Janet Ireland and P Newman, Janet Tobin, Janine Ballantyne, Janis
McNair, jaskooner singh, Jawaid Ali, jayne Adkins, Jean Oliver, Jemma
Tracey, Jemma Tracey, Jenni Graham, Jennifer Hunter, Jennifer Laws,
Jennifer Stedford, Jenny Svanberg, Jeremy Hewer, Jess Baker, Jm
Thomson, Jo Navarro, Joanna Wisniewska, Jock Morris, Joey Hickman,
John Dennis, John Dover, John Hay, John Lanigan, John Mc Fadden, John
Porter, John Stewart, John Stocks, John Wilkes, Jonathan Danks, Joy
Mayglothling, Joyce Gartshore, Judith Kerry, judith Okely, Judith Robinson,
Julia and Richard, Julie McGahan, Julie Richardson, June Saunders, JURY/
HEDDON , K Maclachlan & R McNeil, K Sattar, Karen Calder, Karen
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Lythgoe, Kate Wood, Kath Davies, katherine arnott, Kathleen Sherry, Kathryn
Dawson, katie cosgrove, Katie Farrell, Katja Frimberger, Katrina McEntegart,
Katy Collinson, Kenneth Wardrop, Kenny and Fiona Boyd, Kerry Sharkey,
Kirsten McAllister, Kirstie Edgar, L Fitzsimons, L Ghafur, Labiba Ghafur, Lalage
Bown, Laura Mustian, Laurence Taylor, Laurene MacKenzie, leila ahmad,
Lesley Greenaway, Lewis Cook, Linda Hendry, Linda McKenna, Linda
Nicolson, Lindsay Paterson, lindsey reynolds, Lisa Kapur, lisa mennie, Liz
Forbat, Liz Lawrence, liz Leese, Liz Traquair, LM Hendry, Lorraine Barrie,
Louisa Silverside, Louisa Taylor, Louise McSorley, lucinda broadbent, Luke
Westendarp, Lynette Jordan, Lynn Laughland, Lynn McCulloch, Lynnette
Scott, M F Shields, M G Falchikov, M G R Chisholm, M J Fairweather, M L
Smith, M Sweeney, M. Al-Shara, Madeleine Harding, Mae Shaw, Maeve
Wightman, Maggie Lunan, Magnus Linklater, mahesh Perera, Marcello Mega,
Margaret Ann Reid, Margaret Boulter, Margaret Gardiner, Margaret
MacLaren, Margaret Morris, Margaret Patton, Margaret Watt, Marie
Mackinlay, Marion Hersh, Mark Meneely, Martin Johnstone, Martin McGuire,
Martin Meteyard, martyn, mary agbo, Mary Alice Mansell, Mary Kelly, Mary
Mc Manus, Maureen Docherty, maureen sier, Maurice Wren, Megan Bailey,
Megan Wilson, Michael Given, Michael Ivey, Michael McClafferty, Michelle
McArthur, mick mccabe, mick mccabe, Miss D J Miller, Miss E Bonnar, Miss
M McPherson, Miss S Finlayson, Miss Svanberg, Miss T. M. Percy, Mitchum
Bock, Mohammad Shad, Moira Boyd, moira swanson, Morag Ferguson,
Morag Forbes, Morelle Smith, Moseka Mambi, Mr & Mrs McManus, Mr &
Mrs Toms, Mr A & Mrs V West, Mr Akhtar, Mr and Mrs Rosselson, Mr Corr,
Mr Currie, Mr Gerrard, Mr N K R Akhtar, Mr. & Mrs. West, Mr.&Mrs.
Thompson, Mr.&Mrs. West, Mrs Aalexander Mary, Mrs Annie Graham, Mrs
elizabeth Anne, Mrs F C Watson, Mrs I M Fisher, Mrs M H Blackshaw, Mrs
McManus, Mrs Penelope Julie Herman-Smith, Mrs Ritch, Mrs. Sandra M
Dutson, Ms J A Christie, Ms Clemmons, Ms Currie, Ms Elise Caroline, Mrs
E C Marshall, Ms J A Christie, Ms Kolodziej, Ms Linda Nemyvskyy, Ms M H
Tweedie, Ms stainsby, Ms Stewart, Ms Waterhouse, Ms Wilson, Mt
Dominguez, Mukaka, Murray Tyrrell, N & B Fraser, N & B Fraser, N & C
Anderson, N Anderson, Nadia Edwards, nadim ali, naheed Asghar, Najimee
Parveen, Nalini Paul, Nasim Christie, Natasha Mitchell, Neil Anderson,
Nelinda Mericle, Niki Boyle, Nina Murray, Norma Taylor, Olivia Booth, Olivia

Protest against threatened eviction of 600 families - City Chambers Nov 2010
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Drennan, omar sabar, P & J Arthur, P & M Robinson, P Morton, Pam

Support Action, Council of Polish Societies in Edinburgh, Crossroads, CVS

Gillespie, Pat, Pat & Ce, Patricia Bryden, Patricia Lucie, Patricia

Inverclyde, Daisy Street Law and Money Advice Centre, destiny angel,

Spencer-Canizares, Paul Burke, Paul Murricane, Pd & Jb Arthur, Pene

Dundee Multi Ethnic Forum, Dundee Translation and Interpretation Service,

Herman-Smith, penelope jackson, Petter and Hazel Mills, Phil Neal, Phil

Dundee University, East Pollokshields Project, East Renfrewshire Council,

Robinson, Philip Taylor, Pluscarden Abbey, Pratima Sengupta, Professor G M

Eastwood Church, Pollokshaws, Edinburgh Language Academy, Edinburgh

Craig, R Cook, R Farquharson, R Holman, R Hoon & J smith, R Hoon J

Refugee Centre, Edinburgh Trade Union Council, Edinburgh University,

Forest, Rachel Ball, Rachel Fawthrop, Rachel Jury, Rachel Smillie, Rachel

Edinburgh Women’s Aid, Edinburgh’s Telford College, Eildon Enterprise,

Smith, Raemond Bradford, Ralph & Margaret Green, Rani Dhanda, Rani

EKOS Consulting, ELREC, epilepsy connection, Equal Opportunities

Dhanda, ReadingLasses Wigtown, Rebecca Kay, Refath Haworth, Rev A E

Programme, Ethnic Minorities Enterprise Centre, Ethnic Minorities Law

Harvey, Rev Colin M & Mrs Helen Anderson, Rev Dr Iain Whyte, Rev M

Centre, Falkirk Council, Forth Valley College, Four Square Scotland, FRAE

Chatterley, Rhea Lewis, Richard Quinn, Richard Sandford, Riff Haworth, Riz

Fife, Gangmasters Licensing Authority, GHA, Glasgow Churches Together,

Cairns, Riz Harcus, Rob Bruce, Robert Johnson, Robin Charlotte Rice, Robin

Glasgow City Council, Glasgow City Council Social Work Services, Glasgow

Currie, Robin Gillett, Roddy Gibb, Rosa Macpherson, Rosalyn Campbell,

City Council Youth Services, Glasgow Community and Safety Services,

Rose-Marie Barbeau, Rosemary Blass, Rosemary Taylor, Roy Doris Robert,

Glasgow Community Planning Ltd, South East Team, Glasgow Council for

Roy Macguire, Rt. Hon Keith Vaz MP, Ruth Allen, ruth donnelly, Ruth

the Voluntary Sector, Glasgow ESOL Forum, Glasgow Housing Association,

Farquharson, Ruth Lister, ruth newman, Sabrina Allison, saffron l dickinson,

Glasgow Residents Network, glasgow street service, Glasgow Translation

Sally Beaumont, Sally Beaumont, Sally Dick, Sally Romilly, Sam Hockey, Sam

and Interpreting Service, Glasgow Volunteer Centre, Glasgow West

Saxby, Samantha Reeves, sandra buchanan, Sandra Grant, Sandra Owen,

Regeneration Agency, Glenoaks HA, Global Connections Language

Sandra Silverdale, SARA HARKINS, Sarah Kelly, sarah menzies, Sarah Muir,

Solutions, Global Language Services Limited, Goniec Polski (The Polish

Seamus Creedon, Sean Douglas, Sean McDill, Seija Wallace, Selma

Times), Govan Police, Govanhill Health Centre, Govanhill Housing

Rahman, shafiqa ibrahim, Sharon Freeman, Sharon Hart, Shaunagh Cooke,

Association, Govanhill Law Centre, Greater Pollok Integration Network,

Sheena Clarke, Sheila Caldwell, Shelagh Garey, shelagh young, Shona

Health in Mind, Hemat Gryffe, Highland Council, Highland Migrant Worker

Stephen, Sraboni Bhattacharya, SREE SASTHA SELVAM, Stefanie Pixner,

Advice Project, Lochaber CAB, HM Revenue & Customs, Homeless health

Stephanie Johnson, Stephen Naysmith, Stephen Reid, Stephen Smellie,

service, Honorary Consulate of the Czech Republic, International Cultural

Steven McCluskey, Stewart Traquair, Sue Domminney, Sue Gutteridge,

Forum (Falkirk), Inverclyde Council, Inverness College, Jewel and Esk

Sumra Haq, Sunniva Caro, Susan Torrance, Sylvia Crick, T Gorman, T

College, JobCentre Plus, Karibu, Learning Connections, Learning Link

McManus, T Naveed, Thomas McGarvey, Thurza Frenz, Tim Ford, tina

Scotland, Letwise, City of Edinburgh Council, Link Housing Association,

monem, Toby Sculthorp, Tony Graham, Tony Greenstein, Tracey McKee,

Linknet Mentoring, Linkwide Housing Association, Falkirk, Linthouse Urban

Tracy Gemmill, Val Tonner, Valerie Hadden, Vince Mills, Vivien Grahame, W

Village, Lithuanian Communities Integration Association, Lothian and Borders

Pantland, W Scott, Wael Shawish, Wendy Axford, Will Summers, William

Police, Maryhill Citizens Advice Bureau, Midlothian Council, Migrant Rights

Briody, Wing Yee Li, Yasmin Alibhai-Brown, Yolanda Canardo Galve, Yvette

Network, Migrants’ Support Project, Minority Ethnic Health Inclusion Project,

Lilot, Yvonne Docherty, Zahir Haider, Zandra yeaman,

Molendinar Park Housing Association, Money Matters, Motherwell Polish
School, Multi Ethnic Aberdeen Limited, Napier University, Edinburgh, National

The 15 volunteers who regularly provide free shelter in their homes to

Resource Centre for Ethnic Minority Health, New Ways (Borders Community

destitute asylum seekers: Alison Swinfen, Caroline Morrison, Catherine

Planning), NHS Forth Valley, NHS Greater Glasgow & Clyde, NHS Lothian,

Eschle and Denis Donoghue, Edith Facenna, Eirene Houston, Gail and Iain

NHS Tayside, North Lanarkshire Council, Oxfam Scotland, Paragon Housing

Frasier, Genevieve Curran, Hugh Cusick, Jo Haythornthwaite, Julie Manley,

Association, Partners in Advocacy, Pearce Institute, Govan, Perth and

Lucinda Broadbent, Rozzy Tweed and Zora King.

Kinross Council, Perth Citizens Advice Bureau, Phace Scotland -Terrence
Higgins Trust, Polish Consulate, Pollok Integration Network, Prince’s Trust,

The following agencies/organisations who supported our work by

The, Provanhall HA, Queens Park Church, refugee support team, Refugee

agreeing referral /nomination agreements in 2010 to help rehouse our

Survival Trust, The, Relocation Advisory Service, RITeS (Refugees into

service users: Cadder Housing Association, Sanctuary Scotland, Port of

Teaching in Scotland), Romanian Orthodox Church, Ross Promotional

Leith HA, Access Apna Ghar, Fourwalls housing Co-operative, Trust, Bield

Products Ltd., Royston Wardieburn Community Education Centre, Scottish

and Hanover HA’s.

Bulgarian Association, Scottish Churches Housing Action, Scottish Council
for Single Homeless, Scottish Council for Voluntary Organisations, Scottish

200 organisations who worked in partnership with us to support our

Government - Relocation Advisory Service, Scottish Polish Cultural

service users: ACAS Scotland, Access Apna Ghar Housing Association

Association Edinburgh, Scottish Refugee Council, Scottish Women’s Aid,

Limited, Action of Churches Together in Scotland, Alness CAB, Amina Muslim

Scottish Youth Hostel, SE Community Health and Care Partnership, Shakti

Women’s Resource Centre, Angel Group, Angus College, Angus Council,

Women’s Aid, Shelter Scotland, Slavonic and Eastern European Institute,

Assembly Rooms, Auchmountain Community Resource Centre, Barnardos/

Social Funds contact, Social Services Dept, South Ayrshire Council, South

Glasgow Street Team, Big Issue in Scotland, Black Community Development

Lanarkshire College, South Lanarkshire Council, St Mary’s Cathedral, Steps

Project, Borders Forum of Councils for Voluntary Service, Borders Housing

Towards European Participation, Stevenson College, Stirling Council, Stirling

Network, Bridge Polish Support Action, british red cross, Business Gateway,

University, Strathclyde Police, Streetwork UK, STUC, Swietlica, T & G Union,

Cardonald College, Careers Scotland, Castlemilk CAB, CEMVO Scotland,

Tayside Fire and Rescue, Tayside Police, Telford College, The Caesar & Howie

Central Scotland Fire & Rescue, Central Scotland Police, Central Scotland

Group, Kupdom project, The Prince’s Scottish Youth Business Trust (PSYBT),

Racial Equality Council, child povery action group, Church Action for The

the unity centre, Tower Homes, Trades Union Congress, Tribal Consultancy,

Homeless, Citizens Advice Edinburgh, Citizens Advice Scotland, City

United Polish Falkirk, University of Strathclyde, Volunteer Centre Borders,

Mission, City of Edinburgh Council, Clackmannanshire Council, Community

Volunteer Centre Edinburgh, WEA Highland, WEA Scotland, Welcoming, The,

Advice Services Centre, Community Health and Care Partnership - Govan,

West Dumbartonshire Council, West of Scotland Housing Association, Wise

Community InfoSource, Community Learning (Mitchell Library), Compass

Group, The, Workers Educational Association, Working Links, WSREC,
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Advice Centre, Waverley Care, Aberdeen City Council, Angus Council,
Anniesland College, Argyle and Bute Council, Central Scotland Racial
Equality Council, Children’s Parliament, City Of Edinburgh Council, City of
Glasgow College, Clackmannanshire Council, Consumer Focus Scotland,
Crown Office & Procurator Fiscal Service, Dundee City Council, East Ayrshire
Council, East Lothian Council, Edinburgh University, Edinburgh’s Telford
College, Fife Council, Forth Valley College, Glasgow City Council, Inverness
College, Langside College, Last Ayrshire Council, Midlothian Council CLD,
North Lanarkshire Council, Perth and Kinross Council, Perth Grammar
School, Renfrewshire council, Scottish Government, Shetland Island Council,
South Ayrshire Council, Stirling Council, Strathclyde Fire & Rescue,
Strathclyde Police, The City of Edinburgh Council, University of Strathclyde,
University of Bristol, University of Sussex, West Lothian council, Albyn
Housing Society Ltd, Ardenglen HA Limited, Blairtumnock Housing
Association, Blochairn Housing Association, Blue Triangle (Glasgow) Housing
Association, Cadder Housing Association, Calvay Housing, Cube Housing
Association, Easthall Park Housing, Fife Housing Association, Gardeen
Housing Association, GHA (Queens Cross South Maryhill LHO), Glasgow
Housing Association, Hawthorn Housing Co-operative, Hjaltland Housing
Association, Key Housing, Link Housing, Lochfield Park Housing Association,
Moray Housing Partnership, North Glasgow Housing Association, Parkhead
Housing Association, Prospect Community Housing, Provanhall Housing
Association, Scottish Veterans Housing Association, Shetland Island Council
Housing, Tenants First Housing Co-Operative, The New Housing Association
Ltd, Thenew Housing Association Ltd, Weslo Housing Management,
Williamsburgh Housing Association, A4e Ltd, Fire Brigade Union, Glasgow
Works, Greater Glasgow & Clyde NHS Trust, HMIE, NHS Health Scotland,
NHS Lothian Health Board, Planning Aid for Scotland, Scottish Legal
Complaints Commission, Scottish Qualifications Authority.

The 84 organisations who took up advertising as a way of supporting
Positive Action in housing’s humanitarian work: Access Apna Ghar
Housing Association , AGE CONCERN, Almeezan, AMINA , Arklet Housing
Association, Barony Housing Association, Breathing Space , Brighton,
Cadder Housing Association, Care and Repair Scotland , Carr Gomm
Scotland, Child Poverty Action Group, Clackmannanshire Council,
Clydesdale Housing Association, Crossreach, Cube Housing, David Whitton
MSP, DRUMCOG, DTA Scotland, East Lothian Council, Edinburgh Quaker
Meeting House , Elderpark, Elderpark Housing Association, Elite Linguists
C.I.C., European Parliament, EVH, FMD Accountants, Glasgow Housing
Association (FLAIR), Glen Housing Association, Glenoaks HA, GMB
Scotland, Govanhill Housing Association , Gramnet, Hemat Gryffe, Hillcrest
Housing Association, Housing Strategy and Investment’, Huntershall Housing
Assocation, JR Rahman Solicitors, key community, Key Housing Association,
Kingdom Housing Association, Life Links, Link Group , LINSTONE HOUSING
ASSOCIATION, Local People Leading, Loreburn HA, Loretto Housing,
Malcolm Chisholm MSP, Margaret Blackwood HA, Margaret Blackwood
Housing Association, MEADP, Mid Lothian Council, Musicians Union, North
Glasgow Housing Association, North Lanarkshire Council, Oak Tree HA, Ore
Valley Housing Association, Paisley South HA, Parkhead Housing
Association, Peter G Farrell Solicitors, Port of Leith Housing Association
Limited, Prospect Community Housing , Research and Evaluation Shared
Intelligence , RNIB, Sandra White MSP, SCDC(Scottish community
development Centre), Scottish Parliament, Scottish Women’s Aid, SDC ,
Shakti womens aid, Shelter, Skills for Justice, Southside Housing Association
Ltd, Strathclyde Police, Strathclyde University Rites Project, Synergy
Concerts, Tenants First, The Regional Network, Trust Housing Association
Ltd, Unison, Unite the Union (TGWU), Voluntary Action Fund, Voluntary Health
Scotland , Wise Group.
Finally, the 156 organisations who sent staff or committee members
on training with Positive action in Housing: Aberdeen Foyer, Action of
Churches Together in Scotland, Addictions Support & Counseling –
Stirling/Falkirk MND Scotland, Amera, Amina MWRC, Angus Women’s Aid,
Barnardo’s, C.O.P.E, Caithness and Sutherland Women’s Aid, Castlemilk Law
and Money Advice Centre, Castlemilk Law Centre, CHAI advice, Child
Poverty Action Group, Church of Scotland, Citizens Advice and Rights Fife,
C-level, Culture Sparks, Daisy Street Law and Money Advice Centre, Dean
and Cauvin Trust, Drumchapel Law & Money Advice Centre, Dumbarton
District WA, Dundee Citizens Advice Bureau, Dunfermline Women’s Aid, East
Ayrshire WA, East Dunbartonshire Women’s Aid, East Kilbride Women’s Aid,
Edinburgh WA, ESOL, Flourish House, Forth Valley Migrant Support Network,
Frontlinefife, Gatwick Detainee Welfare Group, GCVS, Geezabreak, Glasgow
Homelessness Services, Glasgow Simon Community, Glasgow South East
Regeneration Agency, Glasgow West Regeneration Agency, Glasgow
Women’s Aid, Glasgow Women’s Library, Gorbals Law Centre, Govan Law
Centre, Greater Pollok Integration Network, Hamilton & Clydesdale Women’s
Aid, Hemat Gryffe Woman’s Aid, Home Scotland, In- Care Survivors Service
Scotland, Inverclyde Community Development Trust, Iona Community,
Lanarkshire Association for Mental Health, Loretto Care, Macmillan Benefits
Service, Making Money Work, Maryhill Integration Network, MND Scotland,
Oxfam Scotland, Perth CAB, Perthshire Women’s Aid, Planning Aid Scotland,
Prince and Princess of Wales Hospice, Quarriers, Rape Crisis, Ross Shire
Woman’s aid, Scottish Detainee Visitors, Scottish Motor Neurone Disease
Association, Scottish Women’s Aid, Shakti, Shelter Scotland, Shetland Island
Council Legal, Shetland Islands Citizen Advice Bureau, Sport Scotland,
Stirling Womens Aid, The Advocacy Project, The Bridge Project CLMAC, The
Pearce Institute, The Rugby Football League, Toryglen Law and Money
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had led to predominantly young men being more easily turned by the fascism
of the English Defence League, or by Islamist extremism, she said. “If you
became patriotically English, that mandate was taken by the fascist groups
rather than the masses. What you did right in Scotland was your Scottish
culture and heritage. Everybody felt they could buy into it and you have been
lucky in being able to maintain that, “ she said. Baroness Warsi said Scots
had “been much better” than the English at finding a core identity around
which people could find common ground.

March 13, 2011
Sunday Herald
One year after Red Road flats suicides ... new plea for a fatal accident
inquiry
THE mourning flowers and candles are gone. All that remains are the
indentations of their bodies on the ground and the unanswered questions.
A year ago, Ukrainian refugee Serguei Serykh, his wife and 19-year-old
stepson Stepan jumped to their deaths from a 15th-floor window at Glasgow
s notorious Red Road flats.

She noted that people from Pakistan who had settled in Scotland felt far
more comfortable describing themselves as Scottish than those who came
to England. “There is some very distinctive Scottish culture so you find
regularly Sikhs turning up in kilts for their wedding, with the turban on as
well,” she said. “It’s about the strength of the culture that you arrive into. And
I think the strength of the culture in England, over the last 15 to 20 years, has
been downgraded in a way that hasn’t happened in Scotland.” Her
comments come after Prime Minister David Cameron said last month the
state should back a sense of “muscular liberalism”, saying the country
needed “to assert confidently our liberal values”. Calling for an end to “state
multiculturalism”, Mr Cameron said the state should no longer deal with
organisations that declined to sign up to basic liberal values. Baroness Warsi
said in January that Islamaphobia was “rife” across Britain and remained
acceptable at dinner parties. Anti-racism groups said the problem was the
UK coalition failing to follow the Scottish Government’s example. Positive
Action in Housing director Robina Qureshi said: “The Scottish Government
has openly challenged racism and fascism, which has brought about people
having a strong sense of Scottish identity. “In England, that is not happening.
David Cameron’s message is ‘you will be like one of us’ and become English,
which tends not to be inclusive.” Scottish Refugee Council policy director
Simon Hodgson said: “There’s been a general political consensus across the
main parties in Scotland about the best way to support people who seek
safety here after fleeing persecution in their home countries. “That consensus
has been based on integration at the point of arrival, meaning that people can
be supported and feel part of their new community. “Politicians in Scotland
have shown leadership on these issues, and have spoken out about them which is not something that always happens in Westminster.”

Human rights campaigners want to know why no fatal accident inquiry has
yet been launched into a multiple suicide which shocked Scotland. They are
now calling on the Scottish Government to get an FAI under way as soon as
possible. The Serykh family sought asylum in Britain in 2007, insisting that
their lives would be at risk if they were forced to leave Britain. Three solicitors
refused to take up their case. While no notice for removal had been issued,
their application to remain in the UK had failed, their benefits of £105 in
vouchers had been cut off and, on the day they died, they were due to be
evicted from their YMCA flat in the 31-storey tower block. The cruelest irony
is that the family were probably in little real danger from foreign regimes. It is
clear that Serguei, a former officer in Russian military intelligence, had mental
health problems. He claimed political asylum in Canada in 2001, before
criss-crossing Europe to reach Scotland. He was convinced he was being
targeted by psychotronic weapons and there was a Canadian government
plot to kill the Queen. However, regardless of the merit of their asylum claim,
activists claim that the UK Border Agency (UKBA) failed to take into account
the family s vulnerability. They say the state s role in the family s death should
be heard before a sheriff. UKBA wrote to the Serykh family three weeks
before their deaths refusing asylum and stating there were no known serious
medical conditions justifying their plea to remain here. Robina Qureshi, the
director of charity Positive Action in Housing, which fights for refugees rights,
said Serguei s letter claiming asylum made it evident he had grave
psychological issues.
Their asylum application letter to UKBA made clear they would kill
themselves, Qureshi said last night. The UKBA should have seen that they
were at risk. They were afraid of something, real or imagined. They were
desperate but the response was there was no way out. She said many
refugees seen by the charity develop mental health issues due to the strains
of the application process, with suicide frequently preferred to deportation.

The Herald (Glasgow)
March 1, 2011 Tuesday
Fears for asylum seekers
A year on from a triple suicide, Tristan Stewart-Robertson reports on a
growing mental-health crisis

A Crown Office spokesman said the procurator fiscal s probe was close to
a conclusion and a recommendation whether to hold an inquiry would be
made soon. A UKBA spokesman said mental health issues are taken into
account in asylum claims and applicants have access to NHS services.

Campaigners have warned that an epidemic of mental health problems
among asylum seekers and refugees in Scotland will lead to further suicides
and self-harm unless more help is offered. A year after three Russian asylum
seekers leapt to their deaths from a tower block in Glasgow s Red Road
estate The Herald has learned that Glasgow City Council has logged a huge
surge in individuals and families needing mental health support. Meanwhile
a lawyer who worked with the Russian Serykh family says the issue is being
swept under the carpet, with lawyers left to act as social workers, breaking
bad news to vulnerable clients. Mental health referrals through Glasgow City
Council s Asylum Support Services rocketed last year, with singles and
couples climbing from 10 cases in 2009 to 50 in 2010, and families with
children under 18 from 11 to 34. A spokesman for Glasgow City Council
said mental health amongst the city s 2,000 asylum seekers was something
they took very seriously. He added: We are working with partner agencies
to ensure that individuals are being directed towards appropriate services
should concerns arise about their well-being. All staff within our asylum

The Scotsman
March 7, 2011, Monday
Scotland’s ‘tartan with a turban’ culture can teach the English how
to beat fascism, says Muslim peer
BARONESS Warsi, Britain’s first Muslim Cabinet minister, has said England
needs to learn from Scotland’s strong sense of national identity in order to
reduce the threat of fascism and Islamist extremism. On a visit to Glasgow,
the Conservative Party co-chairman said a powerful sense of Scottishness
had allowed all communities and ethnic groups to “buy in” to shared values
north of the Border. The lack of a similarly strong national identity in England
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support team have received training to help them to raise awareness of

the most vulnerable. There are ways to process people without terrorising

mental health issues and refer individuals if required. But Jamie Kerr, a

them mentally”. One PAiH client, Anwar, has tears streaming down his face

solicitor with Drummond Miller who represented the Serykhs last year, says

as he describes his life in Glasgow. The 42-year-old fled Bangladesh in 2007

their deaths should have been a catalyst for changing the entire system.

after his business partner violently assaulted him and threatened to kill him.

While theirs was an extreme case, there will be further tragedies without

He still suffers from severe back pain from the injuries and takes daily

change, he said. The Herald understands there have been at least two

medication, though he still can t sleep at night. He is also destitute, having

attempted suicides by asylum seekers in the past year, but incidents will

been refused in his asylum claim in October, relying on a friend for a place to

generally go unreported and there are no central statistics. Mr Kerr estimates

sleep in Springburn and help from Positive Action in Housing. Sometimes I

as many as 70% of the asylum seekers he sees have depression, half have

want to die because my life is very difficult, says Anwar, who has an

post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) and 10% self-harm, and others in the

eight-year-old daughter in Bangladesh and a 10-month-old daughter in

field say this is representative. He says: Red Road should have been a

England. In my country, I have no life. I worry a lot about what will happen.

catalyst for review and reform. There will be more deaths before we decide

Every day I m thinking I have no life, no future, no anything, he adds. I want

to fix the system. It s inevitable. Nobody will take responsibility and a problem

to stay in Glasgow. People are trying to help me here, but always all the

which is everyone s, becomes no-one s. Preventing deaths would require a

pressure is coming in my head. The Scottish Refugee Council said the

full-scale review of support services, immigration law and the tribunal system,

introduction of the Health Matters project in September, ensuring new asylum

he says. Mr Kerr says he still wonders if he could have done more for the

arrivals will have a full health assessment, will hopefully help care and the

Serykh family, but argues the questions their case raised remain unanswered.

claims process. An interim mental health referral protocol from Glasgow City

If you believed what they said was true, then they were in danger. If not, then

Council and UKBA looks set to be applied elsewhere in the UK. But Janine

you have to believe they were a danger to themselves. If they had serious

Hunt, director of operations, added: We work with a high volume of

mental health problems, why was nothing done? Mental health problems

vulnerable and often destitute people, some of whom will have been refused

and how they are addressed was the real issue from that case. It s definitely

asylum because issues such as mental health were not recognised at the

not being dealt with to the best of abilities in Scotland. It s being swept under

outset of the process. In response to questions to UKBA about the role of the

the carpet. He also believes the UK Border Agency (UKBA) is leaving

immigration system in mental health, a spokesman said: Every case is

solicitors to handle difficult conversations with clients it knows are vulnerable.

carefully considered on its individual merits, examining all relevant information.

Mr Kerr says: Lawyers are being put in a social work position by the Home

The UK Border Agency takes into account relevant mental health issues

Office. If UKBA are concerned about the person s mental health, they are

when considering asylum claims. In particular, it is aware of the need to

getting the lawyers to deliver the news. In one letter seen by The Herald from

safeguard and promote the welfare of children. Throughout their asylum

the UK Border Agency to a Glasgow lawyer, it asked the solicitor to pass on

application, all individuals receive the same free access to NHS services and

the government s refusal of refugee status. While the agency did not accept

additional support that is available to the general public.

that mental health difficulties would prevent the client from being returned
home, the letter states: Mr X has previously self harmed and has mental

The Independent (London)

health issues. It is probably not in the best interests of your client s health,

February 4, 2011 Friday

given his vulnerabilities, to receive my letter whilst alone. Mental health

New centres ‘to detain child asylum seekers’

service charities say there are huge gaps in support. In the north of Glasgow,
mental health charity Lifelink sees many asylum seekers through its crisis

THE COALITION is accused of watering down its promise to end the

service who are having suicidal thoughts. Carolyn Wood, senior practitioner

detention of child asylum seekers by setting up new centres to detain families

with Lifelink, says their crisis team can see someone within a week of being

refusing to leave the UK. The new “pre-departure accommodation facilities”

referred for help, but are not specifically funded to work with asylum seekers

will be run under a more lax system than the current imprisonment of failed

and cannot offer support to anyone who moves to other parts of the city.

asylum seekers and their offspring. But the families will still be kept in secure

There is a lack of immediately accessible mental health support services and

units behind high fences for up to a week, reigniting concern over the

any positive activities for asylum seekers to help them feel they have a

Coalition’s flagship policy of ending child detention, announced by Nick Clegg

meaning, she said. Suicidal thoughts are about escaping from the pain and

with great fanfare last year. Campaigners have long warned about the

this whole uncertainty. Even when there s a positive outcome to their case,

physical and mental impact of detention on children, 1,000 of whom were

[they] can continue, because nothing really changes. Dr Anne Douglas is

being held in British centres at the height of the practice in 2009. One new

consultant clinical psychologist with Compass, the NHS liaison service for

secure unit will be built in West Sussex, requiring the eviction of a school for

asylum seekers and refugees with moderate-to-severe mental health

youngsters with behavioural and learning difficulties, The Independent

problems and a history of trauma. Asylum seekers could be feeling there s

understands.

no choice, with two intolerable outcomes: being detained in the UK or being
returned, she says. There may be a sense of trying to take control of that

The closure of Crawley Forest School, run by a subsidiary of Arora

situation through suicide. Clinicians and campaigners say there are three

Management Services, a company owned by the multi-millionaire hotelier

principle causes of mental health problems for asylum seekers and refugees:

Surinder Arora, is billed by the Government as the next step in its attempts

an initial trauma such as rape, torture or imprisonment in their originating

to introduce a more “compassionate” approach to child asylum seekers and

country; any trauma which occurred during their journey to the UK, and the

end

pressures of adjusting to a new life in the UK, including dealing with the

agreement.However, leading children’s charities said the new facility near

immigration system. Robina Qureshi is executive director of Positive Action

Gatwick Airport could amount to little more than “detention by another

in Housing (PAiH), which offers advice and support to asylum seekers and

name”.The Home Office confirmed that the new “pre-departure

refugees. She says it was the system, not mental health problems, that

accommodation” would be for families that were refusing to leave. It will

caused the Red Road tragedy last year.

“There are so many unreported

house eight families of up to six people immediately prior to their repatriation.

cases of people trying to take their own lives. The asylum system is causing

Ministers said children would be able to come and go from the facility under

mental health problems. There has been no change in approach by UKBA to

supervision. After being admitted they could be held for 72 hours initially, and
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for a week with ministerial approval, before being put aboard a departing

cheque made payable to Positive Action in Housing Hardship Fund to the

flight, the Home Office said. The scheme could become the model for dealing

Admin Manager, PAIH, 98 West George St, Glasgow G2 1PJ.

with children facing deportation from the UK. The department added that the
new facility would have an “entirely different look and feel” to the old units
Sunday Herald

which housed children in the same institutions as adult asylum seekers.

December 26, 2010 Sunday

A letter sent to residents living near the school at Pease Pottage in West

Panic as anti-Polish hate crime sweeps Scotland

Sussex said that the grounds would have a 2.5-metre perimeter fence. Ilona
Pinter, the policy director of the Children’s Society, said reservations remained

In early December Rafal Gorski returned to his home country, Poland,

about the new facility. “We were delighted when the Government announced

planning never to return to Scotland. The racist insults and harassments, the

they would end immigration detention for children, particularly with the

taunts of F***ing Polish go back to Poland , threats of violence and attacks

closure of the Yarl’s Wood family unit,” she said. “However, given the lack of

on his family home were so bad he couldn t deal with the stress of life here

clarity about the proposed new pre-departure accommodation, we are

anymore. He feared that he d suffer the same fate as a friend killed in a

concerned that this would result in detention by another name.” The Home

stabbing in Glasgow by a man who afterwards boasted that he d taken the

Office will lease the building from Arora while it will be run by a “third sector”

life of a daft Pole . The real name and identity of the Gorskis has been

provider such as a charity, which has yet to be recruited. Charu Kashyap,

changed as a neighbour, who allegedly took part in the abuse of the Polish

director of the Crawley Forest School which was opened only three years

family, has just been charged with racially aggravated offences and is now on

ago, said staff had been upset on learning the news - it is currently home to

bail, forbidden from contacting the Gorskis or entering the street where they

eight youngsters aged between 10 and 16.

live. Gorski s wife, Ilona, remains in Scotland, scared to go out on her own,

CASE STUDY - ‘Before I knew it, I was behind barbed wire’ - Sufyan Rashid

but committed to staying as she wants her teenage son, Jakub, to complete

- Sufyan was 15 when he and his family were taken to the Dungavel removal

his education in Scotland. The neighbours who abused her called her a

centre in South Lanarkshire. His family had been in Glasgow for six years

Polish dog and told her they would send her family back to Poland in a box

after fleeing Pakistan. He told the charity Positive Action in Housing: “We

. Jakub always checks to see if there is anyone in the street before he leaves

were taken into a room, where my three brothers were sitting. The

the house. The Gorskis are not alone. Poles and other Eastern Europeans are

immigration officers said we were going to be deported to Pakistan on

experiencing a rising tide of racist abuse and violence. The Federation of

Saturday. They took our belongings and locked us in a van. I was in shock,

Poles in Great Britain says there has been an annual 20% rise in racist

it happened too quickly. “I was like a zombie when we arrived at Dungavel.

incidents. Two months ago, in Inverness, graffiti was found scrawled on a

It had huge barbed wire fences and looked worse than I had heard. It was

bridge: Polish c**ts, get out of Scotland! Police statistics show reports of

8am for breakfast, or we wouldn’t get anything. I woke the next day and

hate crimes against other white people the category Eastern Europeans

instantly felt sad. I was scared for what would happen to us in Pakistan.

fall into

“Saturday was getting closer. We kept to the routine of waking and eating

Northern Constabulary found there was increased racial tensions in the

have risen fivefold in Scotland in recent years. A 2008 study by

Highlands and Eastern Europeans were among the most frequent targets. All

when we were told. On the Friday, I was sick. I felt nervous, upset and I

in all, for families like the Gorskis, who live in a housing scheme in a tough

prayed that something would happen for us to be released, but I knew lots

area of Glasgow, Scotland has started to seem less like the welcoming place

of families were deported and thought why would we be any different? On

it first appeared. The Gorskis were happy here until two months ago when a

Saturday, I felt like crying when the immigration officers told us we were to be

new family moved into their council block and tensions started. Though the

released and would be going back to Glasgow. Within four months, we were

Gorskis say they were always polite to their neighbours, the abuse quickly

given our leave to remain in the UK. This means we will be safe for the rest

began: a barrage of racist insults, a raised finger, filthy water poured on their

of our lives.”

balcony, the breaking of their satellite dish, and then threats of physical
violence. Iain Chisholm, from the the immigrant housing charity Positive
Evening Times (Glasgow)

Action in Housing, recalls the story of one family from North Lanarkshire who

December 28, 2010 Tuesday

were consistently harassed in the neighbourhood and whose son was badly

Charity s urgent cash plea to help asylum seekers

bullied at school. In the end they moved to England. Last year, in Aberdeen,
there was a 57% rise in racist incidents recorded by the police. The biggest

A GLASGOW charity which helps destitute asylum seekers is appealing for

group of victims were Africans, closely followed by Eastern Europeans. This

cash to help fund its work over the winter. Over two days last week, Positive

accords with research by the European Union Agency for Fundamental

Action for Housing provided cash and food and arranged shelter for more

Rights which found that across the continent Central and Eastern Europeans

than 72 asylum seekers and their families. It has already raised £8000 and is

are among the main victims of discrimination. In Edinburgh last year, a spate

looking to raise a further £2000 to allow the work to continue. Asylum seekers

of hate-filled graffiti told the city s Poles to go home or stop stealing jobs. In

are forbidden from working to support themselves and are not allowed to

Leith, where the Polish population is high, Anna Brudnowska, 28, and Ewa

claim benefits. Last year the charity helped 356 desperate people find food

Aromanowicz, 31 were driven to give up the lease on their bar, following a

and shelter, saving them from living on the street. It is at present giving out a

plague of racist calls and a campaign of hate waged by a local couple. Since

total of £2000 every month in crisis payments to vulnerable people including

they were no longer making any money, they gave up their lease in

pregnant women, young people, families, elderly people and those suffering

September, after 18 months. They now successfully run two bars in the

from severe mental health problems, HIV or diabetes. A spokesman said: To

centre of Edinburgh. For Brudnowska there seems to be a clear link between

ensure the service continues over winter, we desperately need donations to

the racism she experienced and the beleagured economy, however to blame

continue this much-needed humanitarian work.Scotland is facing one of the

the last wave of migrants for loss of jobs, as Brudnowska points out, is a

severest winters and we want to ensure we can give additional support to

simplistic way of looking at things: The couple who attacked us said we

everyone who needs it. You can donate online via credit/debit or PayPal at

were stealing local people s jobs. But I employ 10 people, so I m not stealing

www.justgiving.com/Hardshipfundxmasappeal2010. Or you can send a

anyone s job. I m creating jobs.
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(UKBA) offices and burnt “eviction” letters which warned them they could be
forced to relocate at short notice.
The protest came days after a contract between UKBA and Glasgow City
Council was cancelled following disagreement over the costs of providing
housing to the asylum-seekers. Robina Qureshi, from charity Positive Action
in Housing, said: “Our message to the UK Border Agency is, maybe you can
get away with these cruel tactics in the ‘England region,’ but not in this
country. “It is disappointing that the coalition government continues to stand
silent on the dehumanising and heart-breaking mass removal of some of the
most vulnerable people in our society.

Destitute asylum seekers in Glasgow have been given emergency provisions
organised by Positive Action in Housing. More than 50 people including
pregnant women, families and the elderly, turned up for assistance. The
Scottish charity, which helps refugee and migrant communities, joined forces
with the local charity Destiny Angels and the British Red Cross to give out
hampers of food, blankets and sleeping bags, as well as cash.
PAIH provides a hardship fund and free emergency shelter for appeals rightsexhausted asylum seekers who are forbidden to work, claim benefits, or
access homeless accommodation, and so are destitute in the UK.

“This is the same government that promised an immediate end to child
detention, but they haven’t stopped it - they just cart off Glasgow asylum
families hundreds of miles down the road to the ‘England region’ and lock
them up there.” More than 400 people turned out to oppose the threatened
evictions which have also been condemned by church leaders and First
Minister Alex Salmond. In a message of support to the protesters Mr
Salmond said: “I condemn in the strongest possible terms the nature of the
letter that the asylum-seekers received. “I have constantly made it clear that
asylum-seekers should be welcomed and treated with respect and dignity in
Scotland.”

Manager Jamie O Neill said: PAIH is the last point of call for people. We rely
on donations from our supporters to fund our destitution and humanitarian
work. Casework manager Sraboni Bhattacharya added: Over the past few
weeks, our staff have been working with more destitute people than ever
before. If there is nowhere for people to stay, we try to find accommodation
through volunteers who can offer a bed for a few nights. We do not want to
see people sleeping rough in this weather.

He said that he would make his views clear to the Home Secretary as well
as urging the UKBA and Glasgow City Council to reopen negotiations
immediately. Catholic Archbishop of Glasgow Mario Conti also denounced
the planned removals. “The human cost of this decision is horrendous, and
will involve children being uprooted from schools where they are flourishing,”
he said. “A society should be judged by the way in which it treats its most
vulnerable citizens.” The UKBA previously said it would aim to give those
affected “at least 14 days’ notice, where possible.” A spokesman for
Glasgow City Council said it was a “matter of great regret” that the UKBA had
terminated its contract for the council to receive asylum-seekers.

The Herald (Glasgow)
December 17, 2010 Friday
* Actor Brian Cox, singer Darius and TVs Ben Fogle (left) will help a new
Scottish charity launch an appeal on Monday. Developing World Health aims
to raise funds to research seven neglected tropical diseases (NTDs).
* Destitute refugees will be given Christmas survival packs on Tuesday in
Glasgow. Positive Action in Housing, Destiny s Angels and the British Red
Cross are asking agencies to contact them about clients who need help.
* Teachers are to receive new guidance on recognising pupils achievements,
and reporting progress to parents. The advice will be posted on Learning
and Teaching Scotland s website before the end of the month.

The Observer (England)
November 21, 2010
HOUSING Demo over eviction threat to 1,300 asylum seekers
Hundreds of people protested in Glasgow over plans that could see asylum
seekers in the city forced to leave temporary housing. The UK Border Agency
(UKBA) cancelled a contract with the city council to provide housing for
asylum seekers after failing to agree on costs earlier this month. The charity
Positive Action in Housing organised the demo outside the agency’s Glasgow
office. Glasgow city council now provides homes for 1,311 asylum seekers
in 584 properties. UKBA deputy director Linda Dempster said the situation
would be “handled sensitively”.

The Herald (Glasgow)
December 1, 2010 Wednesday
Charity could begin with the homeless;
Warm front Watchword
I agree with Ian Thomson s views concerning the winter fuel payments
(Letters, November 29). There is something that all those who do not really
need it can do and this was suggested to me by my sister. The equivalent
amount of the payment can be sent to a charity, particularly one that is
supporting homeless and destitute people. Centrepoint, Refugee Action and
Positive Action in Housing are three that I know of. I m sure they could make
good use of this payment. Elizabeth Lawrence, 4 The Old Manse, Station
Road, Balfron.

Sunday Herald
November 21, 2010 Sunday
Salmond condemns plan to evict asylum seekers as
compassion

devoid of

ALEX Salmond last night denounced plans to evict up to 600 asylum seeker
families from their homes in Glasgow as totally devoid of any compassion or
understanding and urged the Home Secretary to block the resettlement. In
a scathing letter to Theresa May, the First Minister said the move by the UK
Border Agency (UKBA) treated some of society s most vulnerable people as
mere objects . His intervention in the growing row over the plans coincided
with a call by Mario Conti, Roman Catholic Archbishop of Glasgow, to halt the
uprooting of the families, many of whom have children at local schools. A

Morning Star
November 22, 2010 Monday
Britain - Glasgow families resist eviction
Hundreds of asylum-seekers and campaigners demonstrated in Glasgow on
Sunday over “dehumanising” plans to relocate up to 600 families. Parents,
children and their supporters gathered outside the Govan UK Border Agency
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properties and 38 staff which needed detailed discussions In addition, council
and legal procedures would need to be followed, which would not fit in with
the proposed timescale. A meeting between the council and UKBA is
expected to take place on Wednesday to discuss the issue. On Monday,
almost 200 protesters took part in a demonstration, organised by the charity,
Positive Action in Housing, outside the City Chambers in George Square.
On Thursday, First Minister Alex Salmond met with asylum seekers and
school pupils in the Scottish Parliament. He said talks should be reopened
and condemned the letter sent to families telling them to be ready to move
within three to five days, saying it was disrespectful lacked dignity. Robina
Qureshi of Positive Action on Housing, which assists asylum seekers in
Glasgow, said: We fear for the wellbeing of the 600 refugee families and
continue the campaign for Glasgow City Council s contract to be reinstated.
The council is the best landlord and support service the asylum seekers have.

message of support from the Archbishop was read out yesterday at a protest
outside the UKBA centre in Govan. Hundreds of asylum seekers burned the
letters warning them they could be re-housed at short notice. The Herald, the
Sunday s Herald sister paper, revealed earlier this month that the Home Office
agency had cancelled a contract with Glasgow City Council to house and
support 1300 asylum seekers after a dispute over funding. Asylum seekers
were initially told they could be resettled at just three days notice, but after
an outcry this was extended to two weeks. The contract is due to transfer to
Ypeople, formerly YMCA Glasgow, on February 2. In a letter to the Home
Secretary, the First Minister said the letter issued by UKBA had upset not
just families, but also neighbours and those working with them in the
community. He wrote: I was astonished by the complete lack of
consideration shown to asylum seekers of the impact that this decision will
have on their lives, and felt that it was totally devoid of any compassion or
understanding. We must never forget that when we are dealing with asylum
seekers we are dealing with very vulnerable individuals. The First Minister
urged Theresa May to reopen negotiations between the agency and Glasgow
City Council. He also said he had been petitioned by pupils at Lourdes
Secondary School, which includes many children of asylum seekers, to help
prevent the change. The human cost of such decisions is high as
unnecessary stress is placed on families, Salmond concluded. More than
400 people gathered at the UKBA site yesterday, forcing police to close a
street as eviction letters were burned in a metal bin. Robina Qureshi, of
Positive Action in Housing, said: It is disappointing that the coalition
continues to stand silent on the dehumanising and heartbreaking mass
removal of some of the most vulnerable people in our society. In his
statement, Archbishop Conti called for a stop to the horrendous action,
adding: Few of our fellow Glaswegians are as vulnerable as those brothers
and sisters of ours who have come as asylum seekers. Conservative
Damien Green, the UK Immigration Minister, is due to met Glasgow Labour
MPs this week to discuss the situation. The UKBA says it hopes most of the
asylum seekers affected can stay in their accommodation. It added: If a
move to new accommodation is required we will aim to give at least 14 days
notice and the costs of the move will fall to the new accommodation provider.
The city council said it was a matter of great regret that UKBA had
terminated its contract.

Evening Times (Glasgow)
November 20, 2010 Saturday
Archbishop Conti attacks dreadful decision
THE Archbishop of Glasgow has condemned plans to remove 600 families of
asylum seekers from their homes and resettle them elsewhere. Roman
Catholic leader Mario Conti is in Rome, but sent a message of support to
affected families which will be read out at a demonstration today outside the
UK Borders Agency Offices in Govan. His comments against the planned
dispersal will be read by representatives of Positive Action in Housing and
Glasgow Campaign to Welcome Refugees who are staging the protest.
Archbishop Conti said: The human cost of this decision is horrendous, and will
involve children being uprooted from schools, a return to the anguish of the
unknown for people already bearing a heavy burden of fear and the wanton
destruction of communities. There must be a solution to the financial issues
behind this decision which does not involve such human suffering. I call upon
the UK Government, Scotland Office and the Home Office to call a halt to this
dreadful decision. He said few people were as vulnerable as asylum seekers.
The Archbishop added: Their dignity and rights cannot be trampled upon
without doing damage to our traditions of care and compassion. It is not too
late to stop the evictions. Safeguarding human dignity is imperative.

Evening Times (Glasgow)
November 20, 2010 Saturday
Plan to move asylum seekers not realistic

PA Newswire: Scotland
November 20, 2010 Saturday 12:54 PM BST
ASYLUM SEEKERS BURN LETTERS IN HOUSING PROTEST

HOME Office officials have been told the deadline to move asylum seekers
to a new landlord is not realistic and can t be achieved. A letter from Glasgow
s head of social work to the UK Border Agency (UKBA) says the February 2
deadline should be revised, as pressure mounts on immigration bosses to
reinstate the asylum seeker accommodation contract with the City Council.
David Crawford, executive director of social care with the council, told the
UKBA that the YMCA, now known as YPeople, which is expected to take
over responsibility for housing many of the 1300 people affected, is not yet
prepared to take on such a transfer. The letter, seen by the Evening Times,
confirms that the Home Office has not been in contact with YPeople to
discuss the transfer of the contract, which is worth £13.5 million and involves
40 council jobs, in any serious manner. In the letter, Mr Crawford said: They
(Ypeople) have outlined that, other than a brief telephone discussion and an
emailed list of names, there has been no contact on this issue. It is therefore
of great concern to the council that you have chosen to initiate the contract
termination with an end date of February 2 in advance of discussion with
either ourselves as the current provider or the YPeople as your preferred
future provider. He said there were concerns about transferring 1000

Hundreds of asylum seekers staged a protest today where they burned letters
sent to them warning that they could be re-homed at short notice. The
demonstration outside the UK Borders Agency (UKBA) centre in Govan,
Glasgow, follows the decision which could see 600 families moved from the city
council’s accommodation. The action comes after a contract between the
agency and the council was cancelled when the two sides failed to agree on
the costs of providing housing to the asylum seekers. More than 400 people
turned out and the road outside the agency office, which was closed by police.
The letters were put in a metal bin and set alight as people gathered for the rally.
Robina Qureshi, from charity Positive Action in Housing, said: ``Our message
to the UK Borders Agency is, maybe you can get away with these cruel tactics
in the ‘England region’ but not in this country. ``Scotland has a long history of
peaceful protest and standing our ground against inhumanity and injustice. ``It
is disappointing that the coalition Government continues to stand silent on the
dehumanising and heartbreaking mass removal of some of the most vulnerable
people in our society. ``This is the same Government that promised an
immediate end to child detention but they haven’t stopped it, they just cart off
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homelessness services and the health service. So with or without a contract,
the council will be forced to cough up. Phil Taylor, of the UK Border Agency,
said: We are very hopeful that the majority of the asylum seekers affected by
this change of contract will remain in their current accommodation. If a move
to new accommodation is required, we will aim to give at least 14 days notice,
where possible, and the costs of the move will fall to the new accommodation
provider.

Glasgow asylum families hundreds of miles down the road to the ‘England
region’ and lock them up there. ``We call on our First Minister to represent the
strong feelings of people in Glasgow and put maximum pressure on the UK
government, Scotland Office and the Home Office to reverse the damaging
actions the UKBA is about to take.’’ MSPs and church leaders also voiced their
opposition to the move. First Minister Alex Salmond said in a message of
support: ``I condemn in the strongest possible terms the nature of the letter
that the asylum seekers received. ``I have constantly made it clear that asylum
seekers should be welcomed and treated with respect and dignity in Scotland.’’
The Scottish Government has no control over asylum, which is reserved to
Westminster. However, Mr Salmond added that he would make his views clear
to the Home Secretary as well as urging the UK Border Agency and Glasgow
City Council to reopen negotiations immediately. Archbishop Mario Conti, the
Roman Catholic Archbishop of Glasgow, also denounced the removal of the
600 families. He said: ``The human cost of this decision is horrendous, and will
involve children being uprooted from schools where they are flourishing. ``A
society should be judged by the way in which it treats its most vulnerable
citizens. ``Few of our fellow Glaswegians are as vulnerable as those brothers
and sisters of ours who have come to the city as asylum seekers. Their dignity
and rights cannot be trampled upon without doing damage to our best
traditions of care and compassion. ``It is not too late to stop the evictions.’’ The
UK Border Agency previously said: ``We are very hopeful that the majority of the
asylum seekers affected by this change of contract will remain in their current
accommodation. ``If a move to new accommodation is required we will aim to
give at least 14 days notice, where possible, and the costs of the move will fall
to the new accommodation provider and not to the asylum seekers
themselves. ``The UK Border Agency and Glasgow City Council held
discussions over a period of months to review the asylum housing contract.’’
A spokesman for Glasgow City Council said it was a ``matter of great regret’’
that the UKBA terminated its contract for the council to receive asylum seekers.
He said numerous attempts had been made to renegotiate the contract.

November 16, 2010 Tuesday
Metro
Asylum seekers in move protest
ASYLUM seekers protested in Glasgow yesterday after hundreds of families
were told they face being moved. The charity Positive Action in Housing said
600 families in Glasgow, comprising 1,282 adults and children, had been sent
letters and could be moved by the UK Border Agency. The agency cancelled
a contract with Glasgow City Council to provide housing to the asylum seekers
after the two sides failed to reach agreement over costs. A council spokesman
said: ‘It’s a matter of regret UKBA has terminated its contract. Asylum seekers
have brought welcome diversity to the city.’

Scotsman
November 16, 2010 Tuesday
Anger at forced move for 600 asylum families
The charity Positive Action in Housing said 600 families in Glasgow - 1,282
adults and children - had been sent letters and could be moved by the UK
Border Agency (UKBA). The UKBA cancelled a contract with Glasgow City
Council to provide housing to the asylum seekers after the two sides failed to
reach agreement over the costs involved. More than 120 protesters gathered
outside the City Chambers in George Square to demonstrate against the
move. Jemima Ojelade, 47, who has four sons, moved from Nigeria to the UK
nine years ago and has lived in Glasgow for more than two years. She said: “I
received a letter last week saying we would be moved. “The letter said we
would be moved to any region in Scotland. I’m worried because my children
were recently moved to a new school as they wanted to pull the flats down
where we lived. This was in the October holiday. It’s not really good to be
moving children in schools all the time.” Robina Qureshi, director of Positive
Action in Housing, which supports and campaigns for the rights of Scotland’s
migrant communities, said: “For the UKBA to press ahead with mass removal
is utterly shameful.” Phil Taylor, regional director for the UKBA in Scotland and
Northern Ireland, said: “We share the city council’s wish that these changes are
handled sensitively.”

The Herald (Glasgow)
November 16, 2010 Tuesday
Protesters hit out at shameful plan to disperse asylum seekers from
Glasgow
SEVERAL hundred asylum seekers and their supporters protested in the centre
of Glasgow yesterday after hundreds of families were told they face being
moved to new accommodation. Around 600 families in Glasgow have been
sent letters in the past week informing them they could be moved by the UK
Border Agency (UKBA) as a result of its termination of its 10-year contract with
Glasgow City Council to provide housing to asylum seekers. The contract was
axed after both sides failed to reach agreement over the costs involved.
Estimates of between 120 and 300 protesters gathered outside the City
Chambers in George Square to demonstrate against the move. As they
gathered, around two dozen Orangemen began another protest at a proposed
policy by the authority on curtailing some parades and re-routing others from
the city centre, one aptly brandishing a One Scotland, Many Cultures flag.
Among the asylum seeker protesters was Jemima Ojelade, 47, who moved
from Nigeria to the UK nine years ago and has lived in Glasgow for more than
two years with her four sons. She said: The letter said we would be moved to
any region in Scotland. I m worried because my children were recently moved
to a new school as they wanted to pull the flats down where we lived. This
was in the October holiday. It s not really good to be moving children in schools
all the time. Robina Qureshi, director of Positive Action in Housing, said: For
the UKBA to press ahead with mass removal is utterly shameful. The irony is
that even if the families are moved out, the council services will still be needed
by these families, greater strain will be placed on our social services,

PA Newswire: Scotland
November 15, 2010 Monday 1:34 PM BST
ASYLUM SEEKERS PROTEST AT MOVE THREAT
Asylum seekers protested today after hundreds of families were told they face
being moved to new accommodation. The charity Positive Action in Housing
said 600 families in Glasgow, comprising 1,282 adults and children, had been
sent letters and could be moved by the UK Border Agency (UKBA). The UKBA
cancelled a contract with Glasgow City Council to provide housing to the
asylum seekers after two sides failed to reach agreement over the costs
involved. More than 120 protesters gathered outside Glasgow City Council’s
chambers in George Square to demonstrate against the move. Jemima Ojelade,
47, who has four sons, joined the protest. Ms Ojelade, who moved from Nigeria
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as 14 took over the debating chamber of the Scottish parliament to
campaign directly to MSPs. It was the first time the public petitions
committee have met to hear solely about issues facing young people. And it
was only the second time the Scottish Youth Parliament have met at
Holyrood in their 10-year-history. SYP chairman Derek Couper said: “This
was a profound event for us and for the young people of Scotland. “It was
an opportunity for debate and discussion on some of the most important
issues facing the youth of Scotland and allowed us to take these issues
straight to the decision-makers.” The young politicians called for a ban on
controversial “mosquito” devices which emit a high-pitched sound to
disperse groups of teenagers. They also urged the parliament to push for
political education for all school pupils as part of the curriculum. And today,
around 100 SYP members will discuss their manifesto in the same chamber.
The in-depth document is based on a survey of more than 15,000 young
Scots. Members say their findings dispel the belief that young people don’t
care about about politics. Derek, the MSYP for West Lothian, said: “We have
seen that young people had a lot to say about the issues. “Apathy does exist
when it comes to politicians but people of all ages are passionate about
grassroots issues.” In their manifesto, to be launched in March, the SYP will
call for votes for 16-year-olds, the right for gay men to give blood, better
support for young carers, more programmes to help young people into work
and increased funding for youth groups. Derek said: “It is about everything
that is important to young people.” The parliament, who represent those
aged 14 to 25, are non-party political and members won’t reveal which
parties they support personally. Derek said: “If we talked about party politics,
it would influence the way outside organisations reacted to us and the way
we carried out our work. Instead, we tackle issues surrounding youth without
any other agenda.” Each member has interests and issues they want to
highlight. David Leitch, 19, member for Livingston, said: “We want to give
young people a platform to tackle any issues. “We don’t want people to see
us as a group of elite ‘pedigree pups’ who are super confident and who they
can’t relate to. We have a very diverse membership.” Labour MSP Pauline
McNeill said: “The SYP has been very worthwhile. It has challenged young
people to think about politics. “It gets young people involved and thinking
and trying to influence the wider world about the issues they care about.”

to the UK nine years ago and has lived in Glasgow for more than two years, said:
``I received a letter last week saying we would be moved. ``The letter said we
would be moved to any region in Scotland. I’m worried because my children
were recently moved to a new school as they wanted to pull the flats down
where we lived. This was in the October holiday. It’s not really good to be moving
children in schools all the time.’’ Arshad Mehmood, a 34-year-old father-of-two
from Pakistan who moved to Glasgow in 2007, said: ``We moved to this country.
We start a new life here. The Home Office should think about our feelings as
humans.’’ Robina Qureshi, director of Positive Action in Housing, a charity
supporting and campaigning for the rights of Scotland’s migrant communities,
said: ``For the UKBA to press ahead with mass removal is utterly shameful. ``The
irony is that even if the families are moved out, the council services will still be
needed by these families, greater strain will be placed on our social services,
homelessness services and the health service. So with or without a contract, the
council will be forced to cough up.’’ She continued: ``It is disgusting that the
coalition government continues to stand silent on the dehumanising and
heartbreaking mass removal of some of the most vulnerable people in our
society.’’ Sandra White, SNP MSP for Glasgow, said: ``Glasgow is a very
welcoming city and I think we are all appalled, hurt and astounded that this has
happened without any due consideration to the people who are fleeing
persecution and have made their home here.’’ Phil Taylor, regional director for
the UK Border Agency in Scotland and Northern Ireland, said: ``We share the city
council’s wish that these changes are handled sensitively taking full account of
individual circumstances and will continue to work closely with them to ensure
the transition is handled as smoothly as possible and disruption is kept to a
minimum. ``We are very hopeful that the majority of the asylum seekers affected
by this change of contract will remain in their current accommodation. If a move
to new accommodation is required we will aim to give at least 14 days notice,
where possible, and the costs of the move will fall to the new accommodation
provider and not to the asylum seekers themselves. ``The UK Border Agency
and Glasgow City Council held discussions over a period of months to review
the asylum housing contract. Despite UK Border Agency offering an increase on
what are, already, the highest accommodation charges in the UK outside
London, we were unable to reach an agreement. Glasgow City Council invited
UK Border Agency to terminate the contract and contractually we were left with
no other option but to do so.’’ A spokesman for Glasgow City Council said: ``It’s
a matter of great regret that UKBA has terminated its contract for the council to
receive asylum seekers. ``Asylum seekers have brought welcome diversity to
the city and added new life to many of our communities. ``We made numerous
attempts to renegotiate the contract since numbers fell below contractually
accepted levels, but UKBA refused to accept any of our offers. ``We can’t
subsidise another public body as they seek to fulfil their legal duties. A local
authority would be acting beyond our powers if it did so. ``We also could not
compromise on the standard of our service. We could not agree to a contract
which would lead to an unacceptable reduction in the quality of our asylum
service.’’ The spokesman continued: ``The city council and its partner agencies
are committed to working with UKBA to handle the transfer of responsibilities
properly. ``But we call on the UK government to enter a genuine dialogue with
the council to ensure that the families currently in Glasgow continue to be dealt
with in a sensitive and professional manner.’’

JAMIE O’NEILL Age 23 From GLASGOW ANNIESLAND

Occupation: Admin & finance Manager Positive Action In Housing.
Hobbies outside politics: I’d much rather go to a football match and speak
to people about their views rather than hold stuffy meetings.
Political ambition: Party politics doesn’t attract me at all. I don’t want anything
to restrict me from speaking out about what I believe in. I’d be more inspired
if people were willing to put their necks on the line for what they believed.
In five years: I hope I’ll still be with Positive Action In Housing. In the last few
years, we have focused on refugee issues. We campaign against dawn raids
and deportation. I might look at studying law or politics. Interest in politics
started when: Two friends were deported to Kosovo. Political hero: Tommy
Sheridan. Regardless of what is going on at the moment, he got
working-class people to think about contributing to the political agenda. If I
was first minister: I’d chain myself to Dungavel detention centre and force
them to close it.

Daily Record
October 30, 2010, Saturday
24 HR PARLY PEOPLE;
FIVE YOUTH PARLIAMENT MEMBERS REVEAL THEIR HOPES FOR
THE FUTURE
BATTLING young Scots spoke up for the rights of the country’s youth at a
historic Holyrood committee meeting yesterday. Budding firebrands as young
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The Herald (Glasgow)
July 27, 2010 Tuesday
Fast-track deporting policy is declared unlawful

Scotsman
June 30, 2010 Wednesday
Inquiry call into asylum-seeker deaths

HUMAN rights campaigners have welcomed a High Court ruling that declared
fast-track deportation unlawful. The Home Office policy, which allows for the
swift deportation of foreign nationals refused permission to remain in Britain, is
unlawful and must be quashed, judge Justice Silber said yesterday. The court
ruled that the policy, introduced in 2007 but widened earlier this year, meant
those affected had little or no notice of removal and so were deprived of access
to justice. Robina Qureshi, director of the Glasgow-based charity Positive
Action in Housing, welcomed the ruling, adding that it could help campaigners
in cases such as that of Florence Mhango and her daughter, Precious, 10, who
face the threat of deportation back to Malawi from Glasgow. Qureshi said: It
just shows that those who think that people should be deported without
warning or due process of law are in the wrong. We welcome this judgment,
but whether or not it will make any difference remains to be seen. The Border
Agency s general policy allows 72 hours notice of removal but this can be
reduced for people in certain categories, such as those believed to be at risk
of self-harm or unaccompanied children who might abscond because they
cannot be detained. The case was brought by Medical Justice, a group
providing medical and legal advice to detainees in immigration removal centres.
It argued that the exceptions policy was being used to swoop late at night and
escort people to flights leaving a few hours later, depriving them of the chance
to contact lawyers and launch a last-ditch challenge. The Home Office argued
that its policy was sufficiently flexible to ensure there were no human rights
breaches and that detainees were given as much notice as possible. Justice
Silber rejected its arguments but allowed it permission to appeal.

A LEADING campaigner has called for a public inquiry into the death of three
asylum seekers following their funeral in Glasgow yesterday. The private
service attended by just 11 mourners was held at the Daldowie Crematorium
in Uddingston for the victims who who jumped to their deaths from a tower
block. Serguei Serykh, 43, his wife Tatiana and his stepson apparently threw
themselves from the Red Road flats in Glasgow on 7 March. Officers from
Strathclyde Police also attended the service, a spokeswoman for the force
said. Robina Qureshi, director of Glasgow-based charity Positive Action in
Housing, said: “There were around 11 people there but no relatives. “We
believe the UK asylum policy had a part to play in the deaths of the Serykhs
and a fatal accident inquiry can ascertain exactly what led to the deaths of a
family of three.”

The Herald (Glasgow)
June 28, 2010 Monday
Henry Tankel
Surgeon and leading member of Jewish community; Born January 14, 1926;
Died June 19, 2010. Henry I Tankel, who has died aged 84, was one of the
outstanding Jewish communal leaders of his generation. He was born to
Lithuanian parents in Glasgow in January 1926 and lived there all of his life.
He chose a career in medicine, graduating from the University of Glasgow in
1948. He commanded a Medical Reception Centre in Malaya and Singapore
during national service in 1949 to 1951, received a Fulbright Scholarship to
Mount Sinai Hospital in New York from 1954 to 1955 and trained as a
surgeon in Glasgow Western Infirmary. He was appointed a Consultant
Surgeon at the Southern General Hospital in Glasgow in 1962 until his
retirement in 1991. He held positions on many major medical committees
both local and national, including the chairmanship of the Glasgow Hospital
Medical Services Committee (1974-79) and the Scottish Joint Consultants
Committee (1989-1992). He was the longest serving vice-president of the
Royal College of Surgeons of Glasgow, and served on the Board of Science
and Education (1978-81), the Scottish Committee for Hospital Medical
Services (1978-91), the National Panel of Specialists (1978-82 and 1987-91)
and the Scottish Health Service Advisory Council (1989-93). His contribution
to the medical profession was recognised with the award of the OBE in 1992.
His care of patients was tireless and he upheld the highest ideals of the
profession at all times. Many of his patients and their relatives can attest to
his kindness at a time when they were fearful and distressed. He was best
known in Jewish circles for his enormous contribution to the Glasgow and
Scotland communities right up to a few weeks before his death, which have
borne his imprint for more than 60 years. He was guided through all his
community work by a deep faith and knowledge of Judaism, his love of Israel,
and his care for the needy. He was one of the founders of Bnei Akiva in
Glasgow when still a teenager, and went on to become President of the
United Synagogues of Scotland, President of the Glasgow Jewish
Representative Council, and Chairman of the Glasgow Board of Education
and involved with the Board of shechita. He was a delegate to the Board of
Deputies. He was also a trustee of many charitable Trusts including the
Glasgow Jewish Charitable Trust and Chairman of the Queens Park
Charitable Trust. His advice was sought on many matters as they affected the
Jewish community including Brit Mila, schechita and the national curriculum.
He married his wife Judith in October 1956 and until her tragic death in
January 2006 they were renowned as community leaders both in Glasgow
and nationally. Their contribution to interfaith relations was immense, working

The Herald (Glasgow)
June 30, 2010 Wednesday
Funeral held for asylum seekers who ran out of options
THE funeral of three asylum seekers who jumped to their deaths from a
Glasgow tower block was held yesterday. Serguei Serykh, 43, his wife Tatiana
and his stepson, Stepan, 19, died after falling 15 floors at from the Red Road
flats in Springburn on March 7. The private funeral service was held yesterday
morning at the Daldowie Crematorium in Uddingston. Officers from Strathclyde
Police attended, a spokeswoman for the force said. Robina Qureshi, director
of Glasgow-based charity Positive Action in Housing, said: There were around
11 people there but no relatives. The minister said a few words and spoke
about the tragedy of the family s deaths. Their ashes will be returned to
Moscow later this week. It has been four months since the family died. At least
now their family in Moscow can get the ashes of their loved ones and grieve
properly. It was reported that the family received a letter on the day of their
death telling them that they would have to move out of the flat, after their
application to remain in the UK was refused. The Serykhs killed themselves
on the day they were going to be destitute, Qureshi said. They had nowhere
else to go. To them it must have seemed like they had run out of options.
Qureshi also repeated her call for an inquiry. She said: We believe the UK
asylum policy had a part to play in the deaths of the Serykhs and a fatal
accident inquiry can ascertain exactly what led to the deaths of a family of
three. It is believed the three Russian nationals originally moved to Canada,
where they were granted refugee status in 2005. But they then applied for
asylum in the UK after one of the three made allegations against the Canadian
authorities. The UK Border Agency said in March it had advised the family that
arrangements were being made to return them to Canada, where they had
been granted protection. But a spokesman said no imminent action to remove
them from the UK had been planned.
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bosses at Lloyds TSB Foundation for Scotland said the bank had proposed
to reduce the proportion of pre-tax profit it gives from 1% to 0.5%. The
foundation declined the bank s offer twice. Lloyds Banking Group plans to set
up a Bank of Scotland foundation in due course, which will become its sole
community investment vehicle in Scotland.

with other individuals and organisations including the Council of Christians
and Jews to improve understanding and harmony. He led the dialogue with
the Church of Scotland, chaired the Scotland branch of the Council of
Christians and Jews, and in 1984 was the first Jewish representative to
address the General Assembly of the Church of Scotland. With his wife
Judith, he was invited to the Vatican for an audience with Pope John Paul II.
He chaired the Glasgow Jewish Housing Association (one of the largest
housing associations in Scotland) up until a few months before his death and
took a great interest in Positive Action in Housing. Among his many other
charitable interests, he was especially fond of his fund-raising for Shaare
Zedek Hospital in Jerusalem and for more than 27 years he helped to raise
hundreds of thousands of pounds for them. He treated everyone as an equal.
He balanced his profound Jewish faith with a deep respect for people of all
religions and none. He was an uncomplicated man, who found pleasure and
delight in the most simple things. He was a powerful force in committee
meetings, where his wisdom and advice underpinned his unassuming but
unmistakable influence. He was never afraid to confront an issue directly,
and always did so with great politeness, understanding and kindness. Much
of his work was done quietly and behind the scenes, in the moments before
or after a meeting or from his study at home, where he made a great
difference to the lives of others without ever expecting any thanks. He will be
remembered for his care and sensitivity allied to a drive to succeed in
whatever enterprise he was involved in. He displayed a measured approach
to all tasks and his ability to work with those with whom he did not always
agree to reach a shared understanding and a way forward was invaluable. His
many contributions to the Jewish and medical life of Glasgow and beyond
has left a permanent legacy. In his final three years he found great happiness
and comfort with his beloved companion, Ida Caplan. He is survived by four
children and seven grandchildren.

Sunday Herald
May 23, 2010 Sunday
The last child at Dungavel
AS Wania Shabaz yesterday boarded a late afternoon Pakistan Airlines flight
from London Heathrow to Lahore, and took off into a beautiful, clear sunny
sky, held in her mother Sehar s arms, the little girl brought to an end what
many believe was a shameful period in Scotland s recent history: the
imprisonment of children at Dungavel refugee detention centre. Wania as the
new coalition government announced last week will be the last child to be
held behind bars in Dungavel while seeking asylum. The announcement does
not mean no more children of asylum seekers will be detained in the UK
Wania and her mother were transported out of Dungavel to Yarl s Wood
detention centre in England. But many politicians, pressure groups and
members of the public in Scotland believe that a stain has now been lifted
from the country s conscience. It was Wania s detention that acted as the
final catalyst. Damien Green, the immigration minister, pledged on
Wednesday that Dungavel would no longer be used to detain children.
Instead, immigration centres in England would be used to detain families and
children from Scotland facing deportation. Mr Green said that current policy
remains in place regarding the holding of children in centres such as
Yarlswood, pending the completion of a review into the detention of children
for immigration purposes. Wania celebrated her first birthday a few weeks
ago, having spend most of her life entangled in the British asylum system.
Her mother Sehar Shabaz, who says she is fleeing an abusive ex-partner,
was refused asylum and ordered to leave the UK on Wednesday. After the
350-mile drive to Yarl s Wood, Sehar and Wania spent three nights there
before being removed to Pakistan yesterday at 5pm. The case, like many
before it, triggered an angry response, with campaigners arguing no child
should be detained in this way regardless of the merits of their parents
asylum claim. Tam Baillie, Scotland s Commissioner for Children and Young
People, said: I am not aware of any compelling reason to detain this girl.
The need to protect the rights of children applies regardless of the
immigration status of their parents. On Friday, as their deportation loomed,
Sehar, 26, said her daughter had stopped eating. Speaking to the Sunday
Herald from the immigration centre, she said: My daughter is not eating or
drinking. I m trying to put food in her mouth but she just doesn t want it and
I m worried about her. Sehar claimed many detained children in the centre
were depressed . Simon Hodgson, Director of Policy and Communications
at the Scottish Refugee Council, called on the new government to take the
opportunity to stop all detention of children immediately. He said: We don t
think children should or need to be locked up if an asylum application has
been refused. We saw in the last few days that there is a policy change from
the new government so our feeling is we should stop detention now. Sehar
arrived in the UK in 2007 on a student visa from Pakistan but claimed her
relationship with her partner in England became violent and alleges he
prevented her from studying. On Christmas Eve 2009, one week after her
student visa expired, Sehar and Wania claimed asylum. By this time they had
made their way to Glasgow. The Tribunals Service for Immigration and
Asylum heard her case on March 7 this year but refused her claim. They also
found a lack of evidence supporting her claims of domestic abuse. Robina
Qureshi, Executive Director of Positive Action in Housing, which campaigns
for the rights of refugees, said: I would take anything the Home Office say

The Herald (Glasgow)
June 25, 2010 Friday
Mass march over Lloyds charity cull
MORE than 100 people have marched through Dumbarton in protest at
Lloyds Banking Group s decision to end its charitable foundation. Lloyds
served the Lloyds TSB Foundation for Scotland with a notice to terminate its
25-year covenant, sparking the protests.
has received cash from Lloyds
Banking Group in a deal stretching back 25 years. But in February the bank
served the foundation, which has given £85 million to Scottish charities, with
a notice to terminate its covenant. A nine-year notice period means the
funding relationship between the bank and the charity foundation in Scotland
will end in 2019. Today s march in Dumbarton saw representatives from
organisations including Argyll and Bute Rape Crisis, Art in Hospital, Colston
Milton Church, Positive Action in Housing and the Scottish Council for
Voluntary Organisations, who have all benefitted from the bank s profits. The
alliance was formed in May this year and they intend to keep taking action
until the group changes its mind. Martin Johnstone, of Faith in Community
Scotland, one of the organisers of the march, said the demonstration was
also a celebration of what the charitable foundation had achieved in Scotland.
He said: The atmosphere was great. We hoped it would be a celebration and
it was. I think if enough people across the country say it they think this is
wrong, they will change their minds. We feel it is wrong, not only that there
is a reduction in the level of funding but also a reneging on the covenant that
was taken 25 years ago. Lloyds has given the Scottish foundation £75 million
since Lloyds Bank and the TSB merged in 1995. Four Lloyds TSB
Foundations exist, covering Scotland, England and Wales, Northern Ireland
and the Channel Islands, which all receive a 1% share of the bank s pre-tax
profits. The foundation in Scotland gets about a fifth of that money. However,
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about Sehar with a big pinch of salt because they put a slant on things that
make it seem as if the person is totally deceitful. Sehar says the prospect of
going back to Pakistan is unbearable. She says her mother was threatened
by relatives because Sehar dishonoured the family when she left her partner.
Before she flew to Lahore yesterday, Sehar told the Sunday Herlad: I am
frightened because I know they are waiting for me at the airport in Pakistan.
Who will take responsibility if anything happens to me or my daughter?

2 0 1 1

Home Office is carrying out a review of where to place families after ending
detention at Dungavel. Scots MPs Pete Wishart and Mark Lazarowicz both
demanded they were not sent to Yarl’s Wood. Mr Lazarowicz said: “If ending
children in detention at Dungavel simply means that children will be sent from
Scotland to be detained at Yarl’s Wood, and then deported, that is not
progress but a cynical deception.” Mr Wishart said: “Yarl’s Wood is probably
worse than Dungavel. I’ve heard of hunger strikes and random acts of
violence between inmates. “It’s also 250 to 280 miles away from Glasgow
and we’ve no idea how they’re transported. Are they handcuffed? This
woman was reporting on fortnightly basis. What threat of abscondment did
she pose?” They would prefer to see the Family Return Project expanded.
The £125,000-a-year programme, which is funded by the Scottish
Government and the UK Borders Agency, is one year into a three-year pilot,
and provides five flats and houses in Glasgow for families who do not pose
a risk of absconding. A UK Border Agency spokeswoman said: “Yarl’s Wood
Immigration Removal Centre is specially designed for families and has
extensive child facilities and support services. The Glasgow alternative to
detention project is a small, ongoing pilot that is not suitable, or available, for
all families.”

Scotsman
May 20, 2010 Thursday
Now asylum children face ‘even worse prison than Dungavel’
The UK government ended child detention at the controversial Dungavel
centre, in Lanarkshire, yesterday. However, campaigners and MPs say Yarl’s
Wood, in Bedfordshire, is even worse despite having specialist family and
child facilities and support services. In March, the Chief Inspector of Prisons,
Dame Anne Owers, said there were “troubling” concerns over the welfare of
youngsters at the centre, which holds about 300 people. It is also hundreds
of miles away from the friends and lawyers of families detained in Scotland.
Sehar Shebaz, 25, and her eight-month-old daughter Wania, are currently
held at the centre and are due to fly to Pakistan on Saturday. Friends say she
fears retaliation in her home country after fleeing an abusive marriage to a
Pakistani man in the UK. Robina Qureshi, director of the charity Positive
Actions In Housing, where Ms Shebaz volunteered, spoke to her by phone
yesterday morning and said she was “upset and terrified”. “Yarl’s Wood is an
even worse prison than Dungavel,” she said. “There’s hundreds of people,
with children screaming and fighting, fires and incidents of self harm. What
kind of place is that for a baby girl?” Precious Mhango, 10, whose mother
Florence, 32, is currently appealing a decision to deport them to Malawi, has
been to Yarl’s Wood twice and called it “the worst place in my life”. Her
godmother, Chris Mercer, 57, from Cranhill, said: “The first time she came
back - I’d never seen a child look so shocked and ... just vacant. She’d lost
a significant amount of weight from being ill and not eating properly.” The
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“Supporting those who need help into Housing is
a priority for Angus Council and we look forward to
continuing our positive work with PAIH”
Angus Council Housing Division
e-mail HOUSING@angus.gov.uk

Cathcart & District Housing Association are pleased to support Positive
Action in housing. We wish you well in the coming year and aim to assist
wherever possible through joint working practices.
Cathcart & District Housing Association
3 Rhannan Road, Glasgow G44 3AX
Tel: 0141 633 2779 • www.cathcartha.co.uk

We are pleased
to support
Positive Action in Housing

250 Peat Road, Glasgow, G53 6SA
Tel No: 0141 881 0595; Email:
admin@rosehillhousing.co.uk;
www.rosehillhousing.co.uk

Learn with us
Improve with us
Influence with us

www.cihscotland.org | your work is our business

In 2011 Barony will celebrate 40 years as a registered social landlord and provider of high quality housing,
care and support services.
Barony’s vision is of a society in which the importance of a high quality home environment is recognised as
essential to a full and independent life. That means a society whose members have the right not only to high
quality housing but to the support needed to help them live independently and play an active part in their
community throughout the changing circumstances of their life.
If you would like to find out more about the services we offer please contact us at:

Barony, Canal Court, 40 Craiglockhart Avenue, Edinburgh EH14 1LT
Tel: 0845 140 7777 Fax: 0131 443 9674
Email: info@baronyha.org.uk
Website: www.baronyha.org.uk
Barony is a trading name of Barony Housing Association Ltd, a registered Scottish Charity (SCO16030)
registered with the Scottish Housing Regulator (HEP69) and also under the Industrial and
Provident Societies Acts (1684R (S)).

QUEENS
CROSS
HOUSING ASSOCIATION
ASSOCIATION LIMITED
“We are delighted to work with Positive
Action in Housing in providing equal
access to housing and look forward to
further partnership working in 2011-12.”

Shona
S
hona
Ste
S
tephen
te
phen
Stephen
Shona Stephen, Chief Executive

The Regional Networks wish PAIH every success
Your regional representatives are working with the Scottish Government on a range of
policy issues including:
x Improving the supply of quality Affordable Housing
x Developing a Scottish Social Housing Charter
x Amending the Housing Revenue Account Guidelines to safeguard our rent money.

Are you interested in finding out more?
Please visit www.regionalnetworks.org.uk

‘Dunbritton Housing Association is supportive of the vital
work carried out by Positive Action in Housing’.
Dunbritton Housing Association
First Floor, 32 High Street, Dumbarton G82 1LL
Telephone: 01389 761486
Fax: 01389 730067
Email: admin@dunbritton.org.uk
Website: www.dunbritton.org.uk
Dunbritton Housing Association is a Recognised Scottish Charity, No SC 036518.

Providing and managing quality affordable homes to
Providing and managing quality affordable
meet housing needs in the rural communities of north
homes to meet housing needs in the rural
and west Stirling
communities of north and west Stirling
RSHA, Stirling Road, Doune, Perthshire FK16 6AA
RSHA, Stirling Road,
Doune, Perthshire FK16 6AA
www.rsha.org.uk
www.rsha.org.uk
Tel: 01786 841101 e-mail:
enquiries@rsha.demon.co.uk
Tel: 01786 841101
e-mail:
enquiries@rsha.demon.co.uk
Scottish Charity
No. SC037849
Scottish Charity No. SC037849

Care and Repair services operate throughout Scotland to offer
independent advice and assistance to help homeowners
repair, improve or adapt their homes so that they can live in
comfort and safety in their own community. The service is
available to owner-occupiers, private tenants and crofters
who are aged 60 or who have a disability.
For further information please contact:
Care and Repair Scotland, 135 Buchanan Street,
Glasgow, G1 2JA
t: 0141 221 9879
www. careandrepairscotland.co.uk
enquiries@careandrepairscotland.co.uk

Arklet Housing Association is
pleased to support PAiH.
Arklet Housing Association is a charitable Registered Social
Landlord that has grown from early initiatives housing people
in need from the Jewish Community in Scotland, to an
Association who works to provide access to housing for all.

For all enquiries please contact Arklet Housing Association on:
( 0141 620 1890
8 arklet@arklet.org.uk
www.arklet.org.uk
* Arklet Housing Association, Barrland Court,
Barrland Drive, Giffnock, G46 7QD
Scottish Charity No SC009847

City of Glasgow College is Scotland’s
largest and newest college.
Launched in November 2010, City of Glasgow College
was formed by the merger of Central College, Glasgow
Metropolitan College and Glasgow College of Nautical Studies.
We deliver 2600 courses to over 40,000 students through our
12 specialist schools:
ART AND DESIGN

ENGINEERING, ENERGY & SCIENCE

BUSINESS & ENTERPRISE

FOOD, HOSPITALITY & TOURISM

COMMUNITY, CARE & SOCIAL SCIENCES

HAIR & BEAUTY

COMPUTING

LANGUAGES & ESOL

CONSTRUCTION & BUILT ENVIRONMENT

NAUTICAL STUDIES

CREATIVE INDUSTRIES

SPORT

For general course info contact 0141 566 6222
www.cityofglasgowcollege.ac.uk
.SHZNV^4L[YVWVSP[HU*VSSLNLRUV^UHZ*P[`VM.SHZNV^*VSSLNL:JV[[PZO*OHYP[`U\TILY:* 

Celebrating 40
years of improving
the quality of life
of older people
in Scotland
Offering a range of
housing and care
services to give
Scotland’s older
people choices
about their future
Bield Housing Association Limited
Registered Office
79 Hopetoun Street, Edinburgh, EH7 4QF
Tel: 0131 273 4000 Fax: 0131 557 6327
Email: info@bield.co.uk
Web: www.bield.co.uk
Scottish Charity SC006878

We’re a co-operative through
and through. Instead of answering
to stockmarkets, we answer to our
members and the beliefs we share.

“Keep up the
good work”

Contact Details:
119 Main Street, Ayr, KA8 8BX
Tel: 01292 880120 Fax: 01292 880121
email: info@ayrshirehousing.org.uk
www.ayrshirehousing.org.uk

/LQN LV RQH RI 6FRWODQG·V OHDGLQJ KRXVLQJ UHJHQHUD
tion and support organisations, providing services to
10,000 families and individuals in 26 Scottish local
authority areas.

Moray Housing Partnership is pleased to
supportHousing
Positive Action
in Housing
Moray
Partnership
Clifton
Lossiemouth,
Moray, IV31 6DJ
is Road
pleased
to support
Tel: 01343543210 Fax: 08456386430

Positive Action in Housing

Email: enquiries@morayhousingpartnership.org.uk

Clifton Road Lossiemouth,
Moray, IV31 6DJ
Tel: 01343543210
Fax: 08456386430
Email:
enquiries@morayhousingpartnership.org.uk

Working in partnership with local communities, councils, social enterprises, private developers and others, we find innovative solutions to a broad range of
neighbourhood issues, offering:

x
x
x
x

affordable houses and flats to rent or buy
supported accommodation
community regeneration
factoring

Link Group Ltd
2c New Mart Road Edinburgh EH14 1RL
T: 08451 559 559 E: linkgroup@linkhaltd.co.uk
www.linkhousing.org.uk
Scottish charity number SCO01026

What is it?
The DGS campaign aims to unite the city’s trade unions, public
services workers and community/voluntary organisations to
defend Glasgow’s services. The DGS was launched at a public
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NO PRIVATISATIO
N
DGS Campaign, c/o

Unison Glasgow Branch –
Unison
Glasgow Branch – Tel: 0141 552 7069
0141 552 7069
E-mailTel:
publicity@glasgowcityunison.org.uk
E-mail publicity@glasgowcityunison.org.uk
Facebook/defendglasgowservices
Facebook/defendglasgowservices

Glasgow City UNISON,

4th Floor, 18 Albion

Street, Glasgow G1

1LH. Tel: 0141-552

7069
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Glen Oaks Housing Association
is a charitable housing organisation
working in south west Glasgow
The Association:
is resident controlled
provides affordable homes for rent
offers shared ownership and shared equity homes
plus a factoring service for other owners
encourages residents to join its innovative Gold
Service rewards scheme
 works in partnership with local agencies to
regenerate its communities







3 Kilmuir Drive
Arden
Glasgow
G46 8BW
t:
f:
e:
w:

0141 638 0999
0141 638 5999
go@glenoaks.org.uk
www.glenoaks.org.uk

Arden  Darnley  Old Darnley  Pollok  Regent's Park  Southpark Village
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Southside Housing Association
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is pleased to support
Positive Action in Housing
553 Shields Road,
$
Glasgow G41 2RW
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Tel: 0141 422 1112
Fax: 0141 424 3327
E-mail: enquiries@southside-ha.co.uk
Web: www.southside-ha.org
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Glasgow G51 3PR
Tel: 0141 440 2244
Email:admin@elderpark.org
www.elderpark.org

Services at Affordable Rents
Quality Services atQuality
Affordable
Rents

a House,
a Home,
a Place of Your Own
Contact:
31 Garmouth Street
Glasgow G51 3PR
Tel: 0141 440 2244
Email:admin@elderpark.org
Website: www.elderpark.org

A House, a Home, a Place of Your Own

SCOTTISH HOUSING
ASSOCIATIONS
SCOTTISH
HOUSING ASSOCIATIONS & CO-OPS BRANCH
& CO-OPS
BRANCH
The union for Scotland's Housing Association staff
The union for Scotland’s Housing
Association staff
The Housing Branch of UNITE has 1,200 members and negotiates over salaries, conditions and other
employment issues in the Scottish Housing Association movement. The union campaigns for more
The Housing Branch
of UNITE
has for
1,200
members
andhousing and works with tenants and committees to achieve this aim.
public
funding
social
rented

negotiates over salaries, conditions and other employment
issues in the Scottish Housing Association movement. The
union campaigns for
more public
fundingbiggest
for socialtrade
rentedunion
UNITE
is Britain’s
housing and works with tenants and committees to achieve
this aim.

– a democratic
union
progressive
policies and2011
a global vision
Courses
forwith
adults
from September
DACE (Adult & Continuing Education) offers a wide range of daytime and evening

part-time courses
To join or for more information contact either of the following
- for adults. Open to everyone. There are no barriers to entry, no
qualifications are needed and classes are conducted in an informal manner.
Regional
Organiser
Allan
Cameron
–
allan.cameron@unitetheunion.org
UNITE is Britain’s biggest trade union - a democratic union
• Archaeology & Egyptology • Art • Computing • History • Languages
Branch
Secretary
Dave vision
Sherry -dsherry@wsha.org.uk
Tel 07939
372493
• Literature
& Creative
Writing • Media Studies• Music• Philosophy &
with progressive
policies
and a global
Religion • Psychology • Science • Social Sciences and much more.

UNITE thecontact
UNION,
John
Smith
House,
To join or for more information
either
of the
following
145-165
West
Regent
Street,
Glasgow, G2 4RZ
Regional
Organiser
Allan
Cameron
allan.cameron@unitetheunion.org
Branch Secretary Dave Sherry -dsherry@wsha.org.uk Tel
07939 372493
UNITE the UNION, John Smith House,
145-165 West Regent Street, Glasgow, G2 4RZ

• Request a brochure: 0141 330 1829 • General enquiries: 0141 330 1835
• Email: dace-query@educ.gla.ac.uk • www.glasgow.ac.uk/dace
Help with funding may be available. If you are eligible for the Scottish
Government’s Individual Learning Accounts (ILA) scheme this can be
used towards payment for most of our courses. For more information visit
www.ilascotland.org.uk Tel: 0808 100 1090 for a brochure. Fee waivers may
be available for certain courses if you are in receipt of state benefits.
The University of Glasgow is a registered Scottish charity, number SC004401.

www.glasgow.ac.uk

Albyn Housing Society Ltd is a major provider
of affordable homes for rent and low cost sale
across the Highlands, working with communities
to meet their housing priorities and developing
award-winning housing projects.
Main Office:
98-104 High Street,
Invergordon, Ross-shire,
IV18 0DL
T: 01349 852978
F: 01349 853859
E: office@albynhousing.org.uk
Tenancy Sustainment and
Low Cost Home Ownership
Enquiries office:
68 MacLennan Crescent
Inverness, IV3 8DN
T: 01463 712516
F: 01463 242590
A Scottish Charity: SC027123

We treat everyone equally
and fairly to help create
better homes, better lives
for Glasgow’s communities.
Visit: www.gha.org.uk
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PEOPLE

Rt Hon TONY BENN
+ Community, Equality, Faith &
Trade Union speakers

OCTOBER

ST

FIRST
BUILD
STRONGER
COMMUNITIES
FOR ALL

0

1

MARCH & RALLY

GLASGOW GREEN
11.30 MOVE OFF 12 NOON
TO KELVINGROVE PARK
RALLY 1.30 TILL 3PM

PROTECT THE
HARDEST HIT
THROUGH
DECENT
SERVICES AND
FAIR BENEFITS

REDISTRIBUTE
WEALTH
THROUGH FAIR
TAXES AND
LIVING WAGE
JOBS

Transport, access arrangements and further details www.peoplefirstoctoberfirst.org

• Legal Aid/ Fixed Price Private Work
• Civil/ Criminal Court Work/ Asylum and Immigration
• Child and Family/ Private Client and Conveyancing
84 Carlton Place Glasgow G5 9TD
T: 0141 429 8166 F: 0141 420 1337
E: cp@livbrown.co.uk W: www.livbrown.co.uk
Also at:
Shettleston & Easterhouse

‘ A River of Courage’
‘Gryffe Women’s Aid was set up in 1981 to provide safe temporary refuge accommodation primarily to
women, children and young people from the black and minority ethnic communities who are victims of
domestic abuse or at risk of domestic abuse from husband’s, partners, ex-partners and extended family
members. Outreach support services are available from our drop in centre for women and children. We
operate an open door policy and do not turn any woman away The project was Initially based in the
Inverclyde Region and the refuge was run by 15 female volunteers to accommodate the growing number
of Asian women fleeing domestic abuse. The project was named ‘Gryffe Women’s Aid’ as the refuge was
situated near the river Gryffe in Kilmacolm and from there safe refuge accommodation, information and
support was provided for 16 years. In 1995 the drop in centre opened at 24 Willowbank Street, Glasgow. It
was at that time the word ‘Hemat’ (meaning courage) was added to our business name. We are now
widely known as Hemat Gryffe Women’s Aid.
We were recently told by a woman that our business name was very appropriate as her feeling was that ‘a
river of courage’ had been instilled in her after being supported by Hemat Gryffe Women’s Aid upon
fleeing domestic abuse. It was from this that we have adopted the phrase ‘a river of courage’
In 2011 we celebrate 30 years of providing safe temporary refuge accommodation, outreach and follow on
services. This would not be possible without the hard work and commitment and dedication of the
founding members, the staff past and present and advisory board members. We would like to thank our
main funders Glasgow City Council, the Scottish Government, Scottish Women’s Aid, the women’s
voluntary sector, the BME voluntary sector, Strathclyde Police, Fleming & Reid, Solicitor Advocates, J
Bruce Andrew, Chartered Accountants, Glasgow West Housing Association, Charing Cross Housing
Association and the various other statutory and voluntary sector groups that we have worked with over
the years (too many too mention) for their continued support.
We take this opportunity to acknowledge the immense bravery of the women children and young people
in taking the step in leaving domestic abuse, challenging the cultural barriers that they face enabling them
to live a safer and prosperous life free from abuse.

24 Willowbank Street 0/1, Charing Cross, Glasgow G3 6LZ
www.hematgryffe.org.uk

0141 353 0859
We provide a 24 hour emergency service

Address:

5 South St John’s Place
Perth
PH1 5SU

Tel. No.
Fax No.
Email:
Web Address:

01738 441088
01738 441060/474838
info@perthha.co.uk
www.perthshireha.co.uk

“Hebridean Housing Partnership
are committed to putting partnership
at the heart of housing.”

Hebridean Housing Partnership and The
Western Isles Forum are pleased to
support Positive Action in Housing in
their vital work.
www.hebrideanhousing.co.uk
www.wiftra.org

Do you have a question about Housing in
Glasgow?Are you looking for a house?Are you a
landlord or housing service provider?
Introducing the housing pages of the Glasgow City Council Website.
Go To ‘Your Home’ www.glasgow.gov.uk/yourhome
Housing Information and Advice, Housing Options, Housing Benefit, Maintenance,
Safety and Alterations
Go To ‘Housing Strategy and Investment’ www.glasgow.gov.uk/housing
Setting the priorities and Planning for Housing in Glasgow, Housing Investment,
Links to Partners, Research and Background on Housing in Glasgow
Go TO ‘Private Landlords’ www.glasgow.gov.uk/privatelandlords
Landlord Registration and HMO Licences, Letting, Maintenance and General Advice

www.glasgow.gov.uk/Housing

Oak Tree Housing Association is pleased to support Positive Action in Housing.
We provide good quality rented homes in Greenock,Gourock and Wemyss Bay.
Anyone over the age of 16 years can apply to OTHA for rented housing.
Applications are assessed on the basis of housing need.
For example, you are in housing need if you are:
· In housing which is too big or too small
· If your home is insecure
· If your home is unsuitable due to your health or disability
· If you are in fear of harassment, violence or abuse
For more information or to apply for housing contact:
Oak Tree Housing Association
41 High Street
Greenock
PA15 1NR
Tel: 01475 807000
Fax: 01475 807022
Email: info@oaktreeha.org.uk

For more
information and to
register contact
Shelter Scotland
Enterprise:
0344 515 2477

Cube operates a Choice Based Lettings scheme
whereby those seeking housing can actively
search for a home of their choice. In order to
participate in the scheme an applicant must
firstly be registered with Cube Choice.
Applicants are assessed on the individual’s
housing needs, with registered applicants being
placed in bands that show their priority for
housing. These bands will correspond with the
applicant’s level of housing need. Lets are
subject to satisfactory reference.
If you are interested in finding out more about
Cube Choice you can contact us on:

0845 250 7966

or by e-mail to lettings@cubehousing.co.uk

Clackmannanshire Council is actively
working towards the elimination of policies
and practices which discriminate onany
groups including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Gender
• Marital Status
Nationality
• Colour
Religious belief • Political belief
Race
• Disability
Ethnic Origin
• Sexual orientation
Socio-economic status

For further information contact us by calling
Clackmannanshire Council on

01259 450000
email: contactcentre@clacks.gov.uk
web: www.clacksweb.org.uk

Have you been questioned by police?
Have you been charged with an offence?
Are you worried about possible charges
against you?
Then it’s time you should obtain legal advice.
You should not wait until you are facing a Court date.

Are you in
trouble with
the law?
CALL OUR 24 HOUR
EMERGENCY NUMBER

0141 225 0350

At DRB we offer professional advice and
on all criminal matters, from fixed penalties
to High Court trials. We will represent your
interests at all criminal Court levels, no
matter how trivial or serious the charges
may appear to be. We will offer you
realistic advice about the seriousness of
the charges you face and your legal rights.
We can arrange to visit you in prison
and at police stations when you are first

arrested or detained. It may be vital to
obtain proper legal advice on your rights
before you are interviewed by the police,
or any other authority who have powers
of investigation, such as Benefit Fraud
Investigators. We understand this may
be a difficulty, traumatic and frightening
time, and we will deal with you and your
case with the greatest of sympathy and
respect.

Your rights and obligations
If you are “detained” by police who are investigating a criminal offence, you must either
be released, or formally charged and arrested, after six hours of detention. You may be
released after being charged, or may be detained pending appearance at Court the next
working day.
You must give an officer your name, your address, your date of birth, your place of birth
and your nationality on request of the officer.
You have the right to have your solicitor and one other person reasonably named by you.
You have the right to remain silent through any questioning or interview by the police.

DRB Solicitors
28 Cheapside Street,
Glasgow, G3 8BH
24 HOUR EMERGENCY NUMBER

0141 225 0350

Commercial & Colour Printers
Professional design and print at realistic prices

• Business Stationery • Leaflets
• Brochures • Posters
• Deskpads • Booklets • Invoices
• Catalogues • Postcards
• Menus • Newsletters
• Calendars • Annual Reports
• Roller Banners • Playing Cards
• Flyers • Funeral Brochures
• Digital Print & Large Format
• Notepads • Vinyl Banners
• Design & Artwork Service

one colou
r to full colour
Tel: 01698 720000 Fax: 01698 824000
Email: blu-print@btconnect.com
Unit 4 East Avenue,Priestfield Industrial Estate,
Blantyre G72 0JA

We are pleased
to support
Positive Action in Housing
East Lothian Council,
John Muir House, Haddington
East Lothian EH41 3HA
www.eastlothian.gov.uk

We offer advice, information and support to people from new migrant, refugee and minority ethnic
communities. We run a free, confidential and impartial casework service for those facing poverty,
homelessness, racism or poor housing. We run a Hardship Fund and provide emergency shelter and
practical resources for destitute asylum seekers and their families.
We provide volunteering and sessional work opportunities. We support human rights and anti-racist
campaigns. We inform social policy from a user-led perspective. We offer training, consultancy and
best practice guidance to Registered Social Landlords, voluntary organisations and minority
ethnic/refugee organisations.
Positive Action in Housing is independent of any political group, religious creed, ideology or
economic faction.

Positive Action in Housing 98 West George Street Glasgow G2 1PJ
T: 0141 353 2220 F: 0141 353 3882 E: home@paih.org W: www.paih.org

Photographs by Rebekah and Robin Gillet and the workers and volunteers at Positive Action in Housing.
Designed and printed by blu-print. Thank you to all our advertisers for making this year’s report possible.

We are a Scottish wide charity working with communities, housing providers, voluntary organisations
and others to enable everyone to have an equal chance to live in good quality, affordable and safe
homes, free from discrimination and the fear of racial harassment and violence.

